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ABSTRACT

Time spent successfully engaged in motor skill activity has been found to have
a high correlation with skill learning and achievement (Metzler, 1989). This study
describes the different activities and key behaviours in which students are engaged
and vvhich ones provide opportunities to make motcr skil1 responses.
These key behaviours are described as they occur within a year eight netball
class incorporating the sport education cum·culum model. Selected students were
observed in the natural setting to detennine how their time was spent in a sport
education unit.
The method incorpom!ed systematic observation, checklist recording and the
use of interviews in an attempt to describe the learning opportunities used by high
and low skilled participants in a sport education netball unit
Analysis of engaged time and skill responses perfonned were the major sources
of data generation. Student perceptions of their sport education experiences were also
revealed to indicate what the students actually think of their motor skill development
and their level of performance.
The overall purpose of the study is, therefore, to describe student behaviouml
experiences of motor learning and game-playing skills within a sport education
season. This involves highlighting the types of opportunities students are given to
perfonn motm skills and the way they use these opportunities. The students
perceptions of their opportunities are also considered to highlight their opinions and
thoughts of the sport education unit.
Major findings revealed that students generally prefer sport education classes tG
tm.ditionat physical education classes. Motor skill development does occur within the
sport education setting and social developmet is greatly enhanced.
This study provides new information on motor skill learning within sport
edr..cation context and can be used as a basis for future research in sport education
and motor skill development within physical educati~n.
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.1. Dominant model- the traditional multi-activity model used in the unit

curriculum where students are exposed to a large number of sports for relatively short
period: eg. 6 weeks.
2. Approach tendencies- positive feelings towards sport and physical
education in a manner that promotes the desire to participate.

;LMotor play- sport derives from play (Siedentop, Mand & Taggart, 1986, p.
187). It is said to be an institutionalised form of play using motor skills thus motor
play involves students making motor skill responses.
5. Skill response- a motor skill performance that is made within the activity
key behaviour. This may include throwing, catching and shooting.
2..:Ioii1Qll:mliliil;aln:sl!l!I~Se.-

a skill response that is monitored for correct

technique based on a set of criteria for performance. Each separate part to the
complete perfonnance of the skill is monitored and ticked as either having occurred

or not having occurred using the correct procedure (see checklist appendix I).
~-a

skill response that is monitored for its result (i.e.

did the response serve its function?). These responses are recor:Jed as being
successful or unsuccessful based on the purpose and result of the skill response.
Thes~::

may include shooting for goal and scoring. See appendix 1 for an example.
8. Appropriate activity- activity that is deemed to be at an appropriate level

of challenge for the performer. The performance cannot be too easy or too difficult,
but at a level which provides a challenge and allows success. Learning is said to have

occu.red when a participant performs at an appropriate level of challenge.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Chapter one outlines the benefits of physical activity and concerns with the
current state of physical education in Australian secondary schools. 1r incorporates the
background to the study, problems that Austrdlian secondary sr

,J physical

education is confronting and introduces sport education as a new curriculum model
that is currently being implemented in schools. The research questions are then
highlighted to give an indication of what this study aims to reveal.
Background
Lack ofnumeracy and literacy skills are problems which many high school
students are currently facing. Concern that our children are not leaving sc.:hool with

these basic skills has lead to a push for more core subject time in secondary schools.

As this push for a more academic curriculum emerges (Nettleton, 1985), physical
education is in danger of extinction. its existence in the curriculum is being
questioned due to the lack of importance rlaced on the identity of physical education
at the school level. Metzler (1990) suggests that despite the rightful claims physical
educators make tOr a place in education. we stand on an eroding base of support.
As Nettleton (1985) has indicated the crowded curriculum has resulted in a
reduction of time available for physical education. Physical education is fast
approaching extinction, even though the importance of teaching about the movement
culture should need no justification within school prngrams (Siedentop, Mand &

Taggart, 1986).
Ihual.ue..!!fphYJ!ico.l activity
There has been much evidence documented outlining the importance and
value of regular participation in physical activity (Crum, 1993; Cowell & France,
1965; Lumpkin, 1986; Seefeldt, 1986; Seefeldt & Vogel, 1986; Siedentop et al.,
1986). A summa!}' of findings which help justifY physical activity as an essential
component oflife a.•d therefore the necessity of physical education to be included as
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a core component of school curriculum is illustrated below:
I. Regular participation in physical activity helps to "guard against the threat

of disease" (Crum, 1993, p. 344), including obesity, coronary heart disease and the
depletion of bone minerals.
2. Regular activity stimulates and develops muscular function. "Hearts, lungs
and other vital organs owe their development and power to the demands and stimuli

of the muscular system" (Cowell et al., 1965, p. 28).
3. Physical activity increases the function ofthe central nervous system and the

ability to concentrate and remain on task. "Mental fatigue from studying or working
can be reduced through exercise" (Lumpkin, 1986, p. 12).
4. Regular exercise encourages the development and refinement of perceptual
abilities, such as balance, vision and tactile sensations.
5. Physical activity promotes aerobic fitness, flexibility, muscle strength and

power.
6. Participation in physical activity readily helps individuals develop social
sensitivity and the ability to adapt to new situations. Self concept and confidence is
enhanced which helps to alleviate the onset of mental stress and/or illness. "Sport can

be used in an educational way to promote both physical educational objectives such
as enhancing knowledge and skill, and personal qualities. such as self esteem,

cooperation and self knowledge" (Murdoch, in Grant, 1992, p. 307).
7. Participation in the movement culture allows people to develop as a 'whole'
person. "Participation in the movement culture allows them to realise important
values, such as recreation, health, adventure, excitement, togetheme.<s, periormance,
and self realisation" (Crum, 1993, p. 341).
8. Active participation can promote basic skills to enhance social efficiency

(such as responsibility and self discipline) and also transferable job skills (such as
initiative and communication skills), where participants learn to become "socially
efficient as they become sharers with others" (Cowell & France, 1965, p. 91 ).
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These outcomes give a clear picture of the potential benefits of regular
physical activity. This information and the development of physically active
behaviours/skills should be taught to students so that they are given an opportunity to
not only become involved in active participation, but that they also learn the reasons
why they should participate at school and throughout their lives. If schools choose not
to teach these necessary behaviours and related infonnation to students, how then will
students learn the benefits of exercise or how will they develop a desire to become
involved in the movement culture?
With the decline of physical education already occurring in Australian
government secondary schools (Senate Inquiry. 1992). messages are already being
conveyed that it is acceptable not to participate in active leisure or sport and that it is
far more important to concentrate on academic skills. This is a problem which is of
great concern for physical educators and needs to be addressed before it is too late.

Quality school physical education programs can make an impact on activity levels of
adolescents.
ContempomO' physical education in Western Australia

Australian and Western Australian schools have traditionally followed American and
British trends in physical education. The current dominance of approaches such as the

multi-activity curriculum model in Western Austmlian schools (Ta!lb>art, 1992a)
reflects the 1970s emphasis given to exposing students to a wide mnge of activities.
The current approach to teaching physical education involves teachers taking the role
of demonstrator and performer with students following directions. Students are
exposed to a large number of sports for relatively short periods of time (4-6 weeks).
Garnaut (1991) claims that this smorgasbord approach to physical education exposes
•tudents to lots of different sports and as a result they do not develop expertise in any
of them.
Andrews (1979, p. 127) claims that "one ofthe tenable aims of physical
education is to develop the knowledge, skills and attitudes to enable individuals to
participate in physical activity in their leisure time". and Maunsell states that "the
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physical education curriculum should provide appropriate opportunities for children
to develop fundamental skills and understandings of a variety of sports in order for

the individual to participate in sport as a leisure pursuit" (1985, p. 10). It appears that
these aims are not being met through the multi-activity model that is currently being
implemented in many Western Australian government schools.

The multi-activity model of physical education requires students to perform
discrete skill pmctices for the majority of lesson time with short games at the end of
the lesson or often not until the end of the unit. This method fails to teach children
about sport as it is practised in the community, which is what physical education is

aiming to do (Siedentop, 1994). This model appears to be lacking when it comes to
students achieving goals specified in curriculum documents, such as motor skill

acquisition and the often stated affective outcomes. Locke ( 1992) suggests that
"replacing the dominant program model is the only course of action that can save a

place for physical education in secondary schools" (p. 361 ).
Sport education in physical education

Sport education is a curriculum model outlined by Siedentop et al. ( 1986) in
which aspects of community junior sport are implemented in physical education

classes. Alexander, Taggart and Medland (1993) indicate that the model begins with
the fonnation of mixed ability teams at the start of an extended 'season', that is

extended from the traditional six week multi-activity model of teaching physical
education. Students are taught to fulfil not only the role of player, but other roles such
as umpire, team coach, manager, captain and member of a duty team or sports board.
These roles are implemented within competitive games and team practices.

The major characteristics of the sport education model are that spo11

education involves seasons rather than units, students become members of a team,
modified games are performed during practice and competition, records are kept and
publicised, a formal schedule of competition is provided and there is a festive
culminating event (Alexander et al., 1993). Alexander et al. (1993) claim thai the

sport education curriculum model may offer a solution to the current crisis that
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physical education is facing by making classes more meaningful and worthwhile for
the studenti.
This research describes a sport education netball class in a metropolitan
government secondruy school. Data ~ased on student motor skill responses and
perceptions ·was collected, via systematic observation and interviews, during Tenn 4

of the 1?94 school year. By collecting data using systematic obseiVation and
stimulated recall, the study can be used to help in detennining the different key
behaviours in which studenl<; engage within a sport education class and which of

these key behaviours facilitate the learning of motor skills. Students' teelings about
their exj>eriences are also discussed.

Statement of the problem
Time on task is significant to learning and appropriate academic learning time

can contribute to motor skill acquisition (Metzler, 1989), therefore it is important to
understand which learning situations contribute most to motor skill acquisition

through successful engagement. Traditional physical education classes have in many
instances failed to achieve goals such as motor skill acquisition and game playing

skills (Locke, 1992; Tinning & Fitzclarence, 1992). The allocation of time in physical
education class can, in some way~. be regarded as ineffective. Sport education is a

new physical education cuniculum model being implemented in Western Australian
schools and the way students spend their time in classes incorporating this model is

not yet known.
This descriptive study is significant because it examines a new setting in which
mutor skills are perfonned, and possibly acquired, along with student perceptions of
their motor skills. This will help to detennine student use oftime within the sport
education curriculum model and how this use of time impacts on their learning of
motor and game skills. By focussing on the ability of sport education to enhance
motor skill through activity, the credibility of the model is tested with respect to its
potential to improve studen~s motor skills.
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Aims of the study
The overall aims of the study are to observe and describe stude1.t behavioural
experiences and perceptions of motor learning and game-playing skills within a sport

education season of netball. The research involves. systematic obsetvation in the class
setting to reveal what happens in a season of sport education from a skill development
perspective. Stimulated recall in conjunction with interviews is used to highlight what
the participants (ie. students) think of their motor learning experiences. As sport
education changes the traditional roles of students and teachers, this study attempted
to describe how the students spent their time in a sport education class, in relation to
the types ofactivitie.s undertaken and the different ways that they engaged in activity.

Research Questions
The research is guided by two major research questions and a series of

subsidiary questions which are illustrated below:
Major research question one
l. What are the key behaviours in which students engage within the sport education

curriculum model and do these behaviolfl1l provide opportunity for motor skill
development?
Research Question one . subsidiary questions
a.) What key behaviours do students engage in within sport education?

b.) How much time is spent in each key behaviour?
c.) Did students improve their netball skills within the sport education netball class?
d.) Which key behaviours provided opportunities for motor learning to take place?

.

Maior research question two

2. What are participants' perceptions of their motor skill experiences within the
sport education curriculum model?

)
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Research question two - subsidihQ' questions

a.) Did the students participate in netball aml!or other activities outside of
class time and what has been the nature of their experiences?
b.) Did the participants think that learning of motor skills took place in sport
education?
c.) How did the students perceive their own netball skills:
i.) at the begiMing of the season?
ii.) in the middle ofthe season?
iii.) at the end of the season?
iv.) within the different game and practice settings in which the skills were

performed?
d.) Did the participants consciously try to improve their skills within the sport
education class?
Summary

This chapter has outlined the need for research on the sport education
curriculum model. Sport education is an alternative to the current dominant
curriculum model, multi-activity physical education, which appears to be failing to
achieve its objectives and possibly sending physical education towards extinction in
secondary schools. As sport education has only recently been implemented in
secondary schools throughout Australia, the need to better understand how the model
works is essential: Such research will, in part, determine if sport education can be
considered a model which may help to combat the decline of physical education in
schools.
The research questions provide structure for gathering infonnation on how the
sport education model operates and how students perceive their learning experiences
within the model. This will help to establish the relevance of sport education to
Australian secondary school physical education.
Chapter two outlines the literature related to past research in physical
education and the need to change the current state of physical education and sport
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education in Australia. Recent research on sport education as an alternative
curriculum model to traditional multi-activity physical education is also investigated.

9

CHAPTER 2' LiTERATURE REVIEW

The review of literature is presented specific to four key areas relevant to this

research (a) secondary school curriculum, (b) sport pedagogy research, (c) the need
for change in physical education, and (d) sport education as a curriculum model for
skill learning.
Secondary school curriculum
There are many different interpretations of what the term curriculum means. It
can be considered as a document, a process or even a set of learning experiences. It

can essentially be defined as "all the planned learning opportunities offered to
learners by an educational institution and the experiences learners encounter when the

curriculum is implemented" (Print, 1993, p. 9). Curriculum is typically represented as
a document written prior to :mplementation. It is fundamentally about what to teach

in schools and how this selected subject matter is to be taught (Marsh, 1986).
A curriculum involves numerous subject areas and also different teaching
methods within these areas. For example, a physical education curriculum involves
many different subjects which can all be taught in varied ways giving unique learning
opportunities and experiences to those involved in the curriculum. Examples of these

include dance, outdoor education and physical education studies, all of which may be
implemented using teacher directed methods or team-teaching and pupil-centred
approaches to learning.
Marsh (1986) claims that many different people are involved in the
curriculum development process including national organis&.tions, state departments

of education, and more recently, school committees and classroom teachers. "Staff
are becoming more responsible for a vast array of curriculum decisions" (Print, 1993,
p. 17). Decisions that are made include the goals, aims, objectives and ultimately the
learning opportunities given to students. These decisions are based on what
curriculum developers see as important or essential for todays' youth and may be
influenced by many different factors such as lire experiences, society and even the
media.

,,
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The physical education ~urriculum jn Westem Australia
Currently physical education in Western Au~valian government schools

follows guidelines from the unit curriculum. There are eight different subject areas
within the unit curriculum, with Health and Physical Education combining to be one
subject area. The unit curriculum guidelines were first outlined by the Ministry of
Education in 1987 and fi.-,·, implemented in 1988. General aims of the Health and
Physical Education component were revised in 1990 and can be seen below:

1. To promote the development of a healthy lifestyle.
2. To encourage the creative use of leisure time through physical activity.
3. To extend the range of experience in physical activity.

4. To provide experiences which reflect variety, vigour, vitality, challenge,
achievement, joy, maximum participation and good sporting behaviour.

(Ministry ,_,[Education, WA,I990, p. I)
It is suggested that different curriculum models or methods of implementing a
curriculum program (Siedentop ct al., 1986) anrl also different teaching styles
(Mosston & Ashwooth, 1986) can be used to achieve the aims of physical education.
The dominant curriculum model currently used for implementing the unit curriculum
in physical education in Western Australian government schools is commonly known

as the multi-activity model (Siedentop et al., 1986). The pedagogy of the cwrent
physical education class is "typified by teacher control, student passivity, drill and
practice" (Taggart, 1992a, p. 8). The teacher takes tlte role of manager and
demonstrator and· students typically follow teacher orders. Students are generally
exposed to a lo.rge number of sports for relatively short periods of time (ie.
approximately 5-7 weeks), leanning about lots of different activities briefly, but
"developing expertise in none of them" (Gannaut, 1991, p. 9). However, it must be
noted that not all physical education programs adopt this approach. Dance and
outdoor education are two examples of programs where stud011t ceotred approaches
are often implemented. A majority of physicul education programs do actually use
this teacher centred method though.
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In 1986, a new Education Minister in Western Australia, Mr Bob Pearce,
prompted 3 review of the current situation of school education in the state. In

December, a Better Schools Report ( 1986) was released which recommended changes
to the policy and practices of education in Western Australia. Recommendations

included the separation of the Education Department from Employment and Training
and also the focus for schools to he more responsive to their respective communities.
Over the next five years schools, through devolution, became more responsible for
decision making with parents and the community becoming important in shaping
curriculum in schools. These decision making groups saw problems with physical
education because 11 the emphasis on a sports skills philosophy and a smorgasbord
approach (ie. multi-activity) to programming physical education was not a winner

with the community" (Gamaut, 1991, p. 11). Similarly, objectives related to
improving fitness were not being achieved, with only two lessons per week being

scheduled.
The National Curriculum Project began in 1989, based on a set of agreed
national goals for Australian schools in eight key learning areas (Australian
Educational Council, 1989). This brought about changes to physical education.
Initially, the non-appearance ofthe name phystcal education in the national
curriculum structure prompted strong reaction echoing the claim ofthe decline in the
status of physical education in schools. The health learning area included physical
education, health education and personal development. Although this learning area is
now referred to as Health and Physical Education (Gamaut, 1991), there is an
accepted sense that physical education is still on the decline in Western Australian
Government schools. The marginality of physical education was attributed to its
failure to achieve some of it< objectives (such as improving fitness) and a solution

was needed reserve a place for the subject within a crowded curriculum.
Siedentop et al. (1986) presented severn! alternative curriculum models
available for implementation within secondruy school physical education including
the fitness model, sport education, wilderness sports, adventure education, the social
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development model, and intramumls, clubs and drop-in recreation. These models
were designed to encourage the development of a program philosophy for each
schooi/PE department, thereby guiding the development of programs. Regardless of
the program model chosen, each should:
"-demonstrate the achievement of its outcomes

-be committed to equity and equality
-achieve more by doing fewer things better, and
-socialise students into the roles of participants"

(From Sport Education in Physical Education Manual, 1993, p. 5).
As the current curriculum "does not excite or stimulate students" (Tinning &
Fitzclarence. 1992, p.287), alternative models and associated strategies must be

considered to save a place for secondary physical education within a changing high

school curriculum (Locke, 1992). This study focuses on the sport education
curriculum model within a secondary physical education program.
Curriculum dimensions
The term curriculum involves varied parts of the learning process that
combine to become experiences for students (eg. documented aims, learning

strategies and teaching styles). Choi (1992) refers to these different parts as
curriculum dimensions. From Choi's orientation, the curriculum can be

conceptualised into the textual, perceptual, hidden, operational and the null
dimensions (Choi, 1992; Eisner & Vallance, 1974), which refer to:
I. What is intended to happen before implementation(textual).

2. What actually happens during implementation (operational).
3. What the participants think and feel about what happens (perceptual).
4. What additional things happen that were not intended (hidden).
5. What did not happen that was either intended or not intended (null).

The definitions and gnats of what we plan for a curriculum are largely
detennined by the assumptions through which they were approached. Beliefs and
attitudes of decision makers can greatly influence who is taught. what is taught and
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how it is taug!Jt. Eisner and Vallance (1974) outline five different conceptions of
curriculum which have an impact on what is included in the curriculum and how the
curricu1um is to be implemented. This study uses one of these, a social reconstruction
orientation to curriculum (Eisner & Vallance, 1974), in which schools are viewed as
being able to serve as agents for social change. It embraces both a present and future

orientation through which physical education can be learnt at school and encouraged
to be a continuing part of a persons' life. This conception encourages the school to
teach students to become socially responsible "advocating a curriculum that would

make the individual better able to keep up and function in a rapidly changing world"
(Eisner & Vallance, 1974, p. II).
Sport education is one of the curriculum models outlined by Siedentop et al.
(1986) in which social responsibility becomes a part of the learning process for all
students. The devolved nature of the sport education class >hifts the responsibility for
learning to the individual and to the teams that are established at the beginning of the
season. Social skills are enhanced through team affiliation and the need to solve their
own problems in their own way. With sport education as the curriculum focus for this

study, a social rec·

mctiou view of curriculum is used to consider the responsibility

that the students ;...regiven to act as independent learners and to cooperate with others
to improve as a team.

Sport pedagogy research
Sport pedagogy can be referred to as "disciplined inquiry from different
perspectives into teaching and coaching in a variety of contexts in order to infonn and
improve practice" (Bain, 1992, p. 4). Choi (1992) refers to sport pedagogy as physical
education curriculum and instruction. It is::! sub-discipline of human movement
studies which includes teaching as a means of facilitating the acquisition of motor
skills (Nixon & Locke, 1973) and research on curriculum and instruction. Lawson
claimed in 1990 that sport pedagogy research was quite new and originally founded
by the North An. 'tican research programs of Lawrence Locke ond Daryl Siedentop in
the early 1970s. Sport pedagogy research has since become internationally recogoised
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and developed into strands of Research on Teaching (ROT) and Research on Teacher
Education (ROTE). which are categories commonly used in other areas of educational

research.
Studies conducted by Siedentop and other researchers attended to some of the
same questions and methodologies as general ROT and ROTE, through the use of
mainly empirical and positivistic methods. Since then sport pedagogy research has
built on the early empirical methods and also adopted new methods with new
understandings (Lawson, 1990). Many books and journals related to the field are now
available. With some of this knowledge gained in Australia, spo.t pedagogy research
in this country has been claimed to have moved from a childhood to an adolescent

status (Taggart, I 992a). Taggart ( 1992a) suggests th>t research should now move on
to doing "a few things well, and focus on understanding a lot about a little" (p. 6), in
order to keep sport pedagogy research in Australia moving forward towards
adulthood.
Even though there has been useful information and knowledge gained from
sport pedagogy research in Australia, research on teaching physical education has not
made much of an impact on Australian educational research. Only 1.3% of literature

found in Australian educational writings (Taggart, I 992a) has included research on
teaching physical education. It has generally followed the form of research on general
teaching education five to ten years later (Lawson, 1990; Taggart, 19S'2a).
Research on teaching physical education has traditionally centred on

instruction and how to teach (Bain, 1992), with male controlled empirical research
dominating the field. This approach pursues validity, reliability, c•usal relationships
and the expression of relationships among variables (Taggart, I 992a). The research
aimed to find out what the teacher did in the class and how this could have been
altered to bring about changes in student behaviour. Typically, "the concern was how
teachers spend their time in class" (Metzler, 1989, p. 90).
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By typically focussing on process-product variables (Dunkin & Biddle, 1974;
Brophy & Evertson, 1974) srudies on teaching physical education outlined a number
of teacher process variables that positively correlate to student achievement. For

example, teacher effectiveness was found to be a major contributor to student
achievement (Silverman, !985). Therefore, a teacher can increase student learning by
becoming more effective in the class and manipulating time so that students increase
time spent in activity and decrease time spent in non-functional tasks such as waiting

or management.
Findings from observing teacher behaviour have indicated that teachers spent
on average between 25% and 50% of class time involved in non-instructional
activities such as management, paDsive observing and organising (Metzler. 19fl9).
These are associated claims that teachers do not plan for time management within the

class (Tousignant & Brunelle, 1983).
Berliner argued as far back as 1979 that learning outcomes are more related to
how students spend their time in class, rather than how teachers spend their time, thus
the focus of attention should be on th·! students rather thao the teacher, and on

individuals rather than an entire class. In 1982, Anderson introduced a reliable tool
for monitoring students individually within a class. This research tool, based on

systematic observation, collected data on a small sample of students within a physical
education class. This shifted the empirical analytical focus of research to case studylike methods where individuals became the focus instead of large samples. This
allowed researchers to understand a lot about a little, by focussing on a small sample
in greater detail, rather than making generalisations from large sample sizes.
Al;ru1emil; learning time- pby:;ical education (ALT-PE)

Academic learning time (ALT) refers to time that students spend successfully
engaged in activity achieving high levels of success. It is claimed to be a significant
variable impacting on student learning. Silvennan suggests that ALT-PE is "one of the
strongest predictors of student achievement in the classroom" (1985, p. 66). Thus, the
more time students spend in appropriate activity (which, allows some success, but is
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still challenging), the more learning takes place (Metzler, 1989). Siedentop ( 1994)
suggested that the level of success in physical education activities should he 75% or
higher. This was seen to he providing tasks at an appropriate level of challenge to the
individual. In physical education the best opportunities for motor learning appear to
he purposeful engagement in activity while allowing for pmctice and refinement of
skills and games or activities under pressure to simulate competitive situations in
sport
There has been much research on academic learning time in physical

education (ALT-PE). The first ALT-PE study wa• completed by Metzler in 1979, and
since then findings have indica~ed that the time spent engaged in ALT-PE is
particularly low. It is apparent that management time, waiting time and transition

time clearly take up the majority of physical education lessons. Time spent in ALTPE range from 10%-38% of lesson time even though 65.7%-85% of lesson time is

acknowledged as time made available to appropriate physical education content

(Beauchamp, Darst & Thompson, 1990). "On avemge students were found to
experience ALT during approximately one third of the class period" (Godbout,

Brunelle & Tousignant, 1983, p. 18).
Variables within the physical education class have been shown to impact on
ALT-PE. Research indicates that individual activities generally result in higher levels

of ALT-PE than games (Metzler, 1990). The time used by participants is said to be a
direct result of the activity undertaken (Metzler, 1989). For example, individual drills

and small sided games provide more activity time than fuJI sided team games in
which waiting time is greatly increased. Watt ( 1993) states that there is a large
disjunction between high and low skilled participants, particularly in netball and
basketball. In his research high skilled participants made significantly more skill
responses in every activity undertaken. Effective planning and structuring oflessons
is therefore needed to provide opportunities to increase ALT-PE through modification
of activities which maximise participation.
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A number of studies in physical education have compared students of

differing abilities and skill levels. Findings have indicated that high ability students
generally record higher levels of ALT-PE (Pieron & Concalves, 1987), they have far
more opportunities to participate in activities (Pieron & Concalves, 1987; Wuest,
Mancini, van derMars & Terrillion, 1984) and they also learn how to learn better
(Placek, Silvennan, Shute, Dodds & Rife, 1982). Generally lower skilled students are
given less opportunity to actively participate and subsequently accrued lower levels of
ALT-PE (Mancini & Wuest, 1987; Telama, Varstala, Heikinaro-Johansson &
Utriainen, 1987; Pieron & Concalves, 1987; Placek et al., 1982).
The need to understand which strategies can help promote learning is
essential. Physical education needs to be able to demonstrate that student experiences
in physical education classes actually impacts on their motor and social skill learning.

ALT-PE findings have shown that learning opportunities are often limited. Linking
ALT-PE with a curriculum model. such as sport education, should prove to be

beneficial in understanding learning opportunities provided and outcomes ::tchieved
by students who engage in this new way of teaching sport in physical edl1Cation.
Future research in sport pedagogy

General strategies and intervention packages (Siedentop, 1981,1994;
Siedentop et al., 1986), which focus on the teacher developing planning skills and an
understanding of game strategies in order to maximise functional time for students in

physical education, have now existed for over a decade. Strategies such as modified
games with teams of smaller numbers appear to present opportunities for improved
learning, as student participation levels can be increased and time spent waiting for a

tum kept to a minimum (Brown, 1989).
Lawson ( 1990) states that there is an abundance of information related to
sport pedagogy, but limited amounts of this information actually becomes knowledge
used to improve the practice of physical education and sport in and out of schools.

Research on teaching physical education rarely completes the research cycle, as
outlined by Lawson (1990), where information generates useful knowledge which can
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be integrated into meaningful frameworks for implementation in a sport setting.

Taggart (1992a) claims that infonnation needs to be seen as part of a bigger process,
where the natural progression of research would be to gain infonnation, construct
useful knowledge from the infonnation and develop guidelines for practice so that the
knowledge gained can improve the current situation.

Sparkes (1990) states that too much research on sport pedagogy follows the
empirical analytical paradigm and Taggart ( 1992a) claimed that there was not enough
descriptive research. He suggested that sport pedagogy research needs to concentrate

on doing a few things well and in more detail in order to understand certain situations
better. rather than generalising across settings. In response to this call. this study

incorporated the interpretive paradigm, as outlined by Candy (1989), to analytically
describe motor skill levels and perceptions of four students within a sport education

season of netball. As the sport education model has not yet been investigated, this
descriptive study can help to promote future research in this area and even
implementation of the sport education model by revealing unknown infonnation
which may be put into pmctice in future physical education classes.
The need for change in physical education

Recent reports on secondary school physical education (House Report, 1994;
Senate Inquiry, 1992) have stated that physical education is on the decline in high
schools in terms of curriculum time and status. Reasons for this decline include
physical educations' Jack of ability to show achievement of major goals and
outcomes, such as personal development, social responsibility and motor skill

acquisition (Siedentop et al., 1986). Devolution in Western Australian government
schools has indicated that decision makers did not agree with the smorgasbord
philosophy for their physical education programs. School based decision making
groups did not have any evidence to suggest that physical education programs were
going to achieve their objectives with only two classes scheduled per week. The
relevance of physical education was declining with other subjects becoming more
appropriate within the crowded curriculum (Gamaut, 1991 ). "In the most profound
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sense of what we mean by the word education, they (current physical education
programs) do not work" (Locke, 1992, p. 363).
In the past, traditional models of physical education have assessed students on

their behaviour in class rather than actual achievement. Teachers typically fail to hold
students accountable for instructional tasks, but for managerial behaviours such as
dress, attend.ince and compliance .(L•md, 1992; Placek, 1983). Little emphasis is
placed on motor ability or achievemen~ except for a performance skills test at the end
of the unit (Alexander et al., 1993). Social issues within physical education appear to
be ignored during assessment. Tinning and Fitzclarence (1992) talk of a crisis in
Australian secondary school physical education and that it is "irrelevant and boring
for many adolescents 11 (p. 287), with a "large disjunction between physical education

and conununity sport" (p. 288). Significant numbers of students have reported
negative feelings towards the physical education class, physical activity and
themselves (Locke, 1992; SPARC, 1994). These factors bring into question the
accountability of physical education within the education system.

Locke ( 1992) claims that neither improving instruction nor upgrading the
current curriculum \\iiJ suffice. He continues to stress the need for program
replacement in secondary school physical education in order to secure a place for it

within the curriculum. Linking physical education to community junior sport may

offer a solution to why physical education has been failing using multi-activity
methods. By adopling a program which teaches students how to participate in sport at
a number of different levels, purposeful and relevant education of physical
participation may take place.
Sport education as a curriculum model for skill learning
The sport education model
Siedentop et al. ( 1986) suggest that motor play through sport is an essential
component of physical education as it provides opportunities to make skill responses
under different circumstances. Traditional, multi-activity physical education has
genemlly limited student's involvement in sport. Games and modified practices
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appear to be limited, with a focus on drills and discrete motor skill performances
throughout the unit. Short, unmodified games conclude some lessons and a practical
motor skills test is often conducted as an assessment tool at the end of the unit

(Alexander et al., 1993)
Sport education is a new curriculum model in which physical education
classes tnodP.I sport as it is practised in the community (Siedentop, 1994). The
expectations of sport education are that students must do more in physical education
c1asses than to 'show up, dress up and stand up'. In the sport education model students

are expected to perform certain skills (within different activities such as skill
practices and modified games), know certain concepts (eg. how to umpire) and
behave in certain ways (eg. begin activity without instruction). The responsibility for

learning is given to the individual with the teacher stepping back to allow students to
solve their own problems in their own way, increasing the social involvement of

students as well as participation. Teachers take the role of facilitator and what is
learnt becomes a fimction of a devolved level of responsibility for learning.
Research on sport education

Sport education research began in New Zealand in 1991. Bevan Grant
conducted a collaborative research project involving 34 schools throughout the
counlly. A total of 86 teachers and 2368 year I 0 students were involved in 14
different sports within seasons of between 16 and 22 lessons over seasons of 8 to I t
weeks durntidn. To increase participation within the sport education class some of the

14 sports were modified by changing team numbers, court sizes, rules and length of
game time. Teachers were expected to attend in-service courses, monitor their classes

and share their experiences through reflective writings. Findings from the project
indicate that "the sport education experience impacted students in ways that exceeded
teacher expectations" (p. 31 0) with the most notable achievement for many students
being the feeling ofbeing a valued member of a team (Grant, 1992).
From the findings Grant (1992) concluded that students experienced three
different s!Jiges of development during the season. The first s!JI.ge, being in the first
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few weeks of term, saw students wanting to beat their opposition teams, with the
games being the most important aspect for them and no consideration given to skill
ar,quisition or team cohesion. The second stage involved students considering ways in

which their team could improve skill levels and tactics used in the games. Teacher
input was sought here, a general interest in what the other teams were doing was
apparent, and practice time and interactions with team members increased The third

and final stage highlighted student interest in tactics that could be used when playing
certain teams and also a personal interest in self-improvement and success. This
notion of self-improvement was evident for all students, and of particular note, the
lower ability students. Interactions and cooperation within teams also increased as the

season progressed. Overall, Grant concluded that sport education "can significantly
contribute to student's learning about many things relevant to both sport and physical
education" (1992, p. 314).
Sport education research began in Australia in 1992 with the context of
improving the state of physical education in Australian schools. Workshops
conducted by Grant took place in Western Australia in December of 1992, where 32

teachers were given a resource manual and student ro:e cards. All teachers were
invited to trial the program in 1993. This led to the first trial in Term I, with 27
teachers implementing the program. Teachers were encouraged to implement as many

of the chamcteristics ofthe sport education model as possible and to implement them
at a level which was appropriate to the needs of the class and tho school (Alexander,
Taggart, & Thorpe, 1995). Some schools adopted all of the sport education
characteristics, with others using only a few. Most (eight out often) schools chose to
adopt the use of coaches, which was either a student or the teacher. Many schools
chose not to use modified games in competitions. Only two out of ten schools
incorpomted modified games during the competition part of the season. Most
preferred the use of full sided games (Alexander ct al., 1995).
Overall, the sport education experiences were surprising for many of the
teachers. Teachers commented that "sport education has produced outcomes that I
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have been trying for years to produce in a nonnal situation" (SPARC, 1993, p. 15).
Teachers reported significant changes in attitudes. particularly among "students who

had previou•ly been uncooperative" (SPARC, 1994, p. 15). Students commented that
11

it was just like club sport. Everyone tried harder than in nonnal physical education"

(student survey, from SPARC, 1993, p. 16 ).
Sadler conducted a study in 1993 which looked at student engagement time
within a sport education volleyball class. He revealed that off task figures were
remarkably lower than in traditional physical education classes, even though activity
time was not increased. Games were full sided and not modified in any way. which
may have had an impact on less than impressive ALT-PE data.

Following the success of the first trials in Western Australia, national trials
commenced in 1994, where teachers from all over Australia attended workshops and
were given resource files to help with implementation of sport education. Following
these and other trials, teacher and student stories of their experiences with the sput

education model indicated very positive findings in general. Major findings included:
I. All states in Australia (except Queensland) agreed that sport education

contributed to greater skill development than traditional models (Carlson, 1995;
SEPEP, 1995).
2. Students demonstrated superior knowledge of rules, techniques and game

strategies (Alexander et al., 1995; Carlson, 1995; SEPEP, 1995; Siedentop, 1995).
3. Student participation levels and perceptions were positive with a majority
of students preferring sport education to general physical education classes for the

particular sports undertaken (Alexander et al., 1995; Carlson, 1995; SEPEP, 1995).
4. In general, teachers also !Heferred sport education to traditional physical
education methods because (a) class management was kept to a minimum, (b)
students demonstrated better attitudes, (c) increased learning of tactics, as well as
skills, was shown, and (d) improved assessment procedures, such as time to
accumulate assessment data and time to reflect on assessment techniques, were more

readily available due to the student-centred nature of the sport education class
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(Alexander et al., 1995; Carlson, 1995; SEPEP, 1995; Taggart, Browne & Alexander,
1995).

"Initial experiences suggest sport education is well placed as a curriculum
model within a balanced physical education programme" (SEPEP, 1995, p. 95). It
appears to be a useful vehicle for reaching physical education objectives and can also

contribute to students' personal growth (Siedentop, 1994 ). Sport education has
allowed people to enter sport in ways that tend to enhance their opportunities and find
meaningful ongoing commitments to participation in an attempt to improve the

conduct and pmctice of sport in society.
It must be noted, however, that competition in sport does not always produce

positive relations between competing teams. The desire to win can often outway the

social benefits of competition (Coakley, 1994). "The success of one participant
automatically causes the failure of others" (Coakley, 1994, p. 78, which can do more
damage than good when it comes to enhancing self esteem and cooperation among

students. Coakley suggests that sport should emphasise pleasure and participation for
all and that "success in today's world depends more on the ability to cooperate and
maintain intrinsic motivation than on the ability to compete and the desire to

dominate others" (1994, p. 99). The sport education program aims to use competition
in a sport to emphasise cooperation, problem solving and teamwork within any one
team involved competitively. This 'tudy looks at one team and how they work
together to find ways to improve their skills as a combined unit. The emphasis on how
they react to the competitive part of the season will be discussed in the results
chapter.
Summary
The litcmt.rre review has outlined the current physical education curriculum
being implemented in Australian secondruy schools. Research has indicated that this
curriculum is failing to achieve its objectives, prompting a need for programme

change to retain physical education in the school curriculwn. Alterrnltive strategies,
such as sport education, need to be addressed to determine their capabilities as
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replacements for traditional physical education programmes. This study aims to
observe and describe the sport education curriculum model during implementation so
that an in depth analysis of student behaviour in a sport education class can be
undertaken.
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CHAPTER 3: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Introduction
A conceptual framework provides a foundation of under.;tanding that
penneates the research conducted, and upon which analysis and interpretation ofthe
phenomenon studied can be justified. It involves the identification of research

variables and relating them to the research questions.
This research was undertaken within the operational and perceptual

dimensions of curriculum as outlined by Choi ( 1992). The operational dimension
refers to what actually happens within the class as the curriculum is implemented and
is described from viden recordings of observable events in the physical education
lesson. The perceptual dimension takes into consideration what the participants think
and feel about their experiences within the curriculum. This dimension is examined

with the support of interviews with students and an analysis of their thoughts and

experiences in the sport education setting.
Candy (1989) outlines three paradigms from which educational research can
be conducted. They are empirical-analytical, interpretive and the critical paradigms.

Empirical-ana1}1ical, otherwise known as positivism, stresses the power of'positive
knowledge', or 'scientific truth'. Experiments are usually conducted to determine
causal relationships between and among variables, which often are expressed in

mathematical tenns (Candy, 1989). The interpretive pamdigm takes a different view
of educational research. Intentions, values, attitudes and beliefS that influence people
are studied to detennine 1easons behind their actions. The 'why' question becomes

more important in the interpretive paradigm to enable researcher.; to better under.;tand
motive or reason. Case studies and participant observation are examples of methods

to collect data within the interpretive paradigm (Candy, 1989). Critical theory,

however, takes the notion of educational research in another direction. "The function
of critical theory is to under.;tand the relations among value, interest, and action, and

to change the world, not to describe it" (Popkewitz, 1984, p. 45). It involves critical
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self reflection, coupled with action for change. The final outcome of critical research

is change, which is why this paradigm is considered to 'go beyond' other approaches.
The five dimensions of curriculum (Choi, 1992; Eisner & Vallance, 1974) are
combined with the three research paradigms (Candy, 1989; Habermas, 1973) to
provide a comprehensive framework for the study. Table I outlines the study by using
the multidimensional, multiparadigmatic conception of curriculum (Choi, 1989), to

show which dimensions of curriculum will be examined and the research approach
used to examine them.
Table I.
A MultjdjmeosjonaJ,

Multjparadi~matic

Approach to Studying Motor Skill

Acquisition within a Sport Education Model (after Choj. 19921

I
- i:lnii::ATI~:!'.~RiCtiLlii.q -Emplriciii analvtical
DIMENSIONS IN THE SPORT

PARADIGMS

..

lnteliireiivo . . -

_____()pe!l'IIC)n_a) ___ :-_--: ___ l((RQ 1) ~: __ ----·-··--· ___
___ _x (RQ 2) __
Percep_h;:l~-~
·-·---Hidden
------··-··---···-·------ ---------- .......----Null

The dimensions in the sport education curriculum refer to the different parts
of any one lesson. For example, the textual dimension involves documented text on
what the Jesson will involve. Table l shows how the sport education curriculum
model is studied within the c.perational and perceptual dimensions of curriculum.
Research question one asks 'what are the key behaviours in which students engage
within the sport education curriculum model and do these behaviours provide the
opportunity for motor skill development?'. This question is looked at during the
operational dimension of the curriculum (ie. what is happening during the actual
implementation of the sport education class).
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Research question two asks 'what are participants' perceptions of their motor

skill experiences within the sport education curriculum model?'. This question, as
shown in Table I, is studied in the perceptual dimension of curriculum (ie. revealing

participants thoughts and feelings of the sport education class).
The paradigms shown in Table I refer to the different research methods that
are used to collect the data. It indicates that the empirical analytical and interpretive
research paradigms are employed to allow the research questions to be ans•Nered. It
can be seen by referring to Table 1 that to collect relevant data to answer research
question one, empirical analytical methods, such as video recordings of studejjts in

the class were used. The data will reveal knowledge of observable class experiences
written in quantitative tenns (Candy, 1989). Research question two uses the
perceptual dimension, via interviews, to collect infonnation on students' thoughts and
ideas about the sport education class.

The conceptual framework for this study, presented diagrammatically in
figure I, has been developed with the belief that four variables (key behaviours,
perceptions, responses and success) have an effect on motor learning in a sport
education context.
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I

I

SPORT EDUCATION

1

/ K E Y BEHAVIOURS~

PERCEPTIONS

~RESPONSES

~'"!.-----

I MOTOR SKILL ACQUISITION I
Fig)lflll.
Cooo:ptual FrameWQrk of Key Behaviours. Perceptions and Responses in a Sport

Education Curriculum Model.
Research on teaching in physical education has stated that time spent in

activity has a direct bearing on motor learning (Watt, 1993; Metzler, 1989; Silverman,
1985). Other factors within the class setting, such as student motivation and
perceptions, must also be considered as influential to learning in physical education.
The conceptual framework for this study gives a focus for attention within a particular
sport education class. Students were monitored in tenns of the responses they made,

their perceptions of the class and their levels of success. This enabled a description of
the extent to which these variables had an influence on the students motor learning
experiences..

Within the sport education class, students are engaged in a variety of key
behaviours that had a positive or negative effect on learning. Key behaviours that had

a positive effect on leruning are considered functional and included key behaviours
such as knowledge and activity. Non-functional key behaviours, such as management
and off-task behaviour are reganded as having a neutra~ or negative effect on student
learning. Waiting is generally a non-functional behaviour, however, it may be
considered to have a positive affect on learning. When a student is waiting for a tum
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to become active and is watching another student perform a skill, feedback on
someone else's performance may help the stuc!ent to become aware of how to perform
~

'ldll correctly even though they were not directly involved in a performance

themselves. Although the student is watching and listening to infom1ation on
someone else's perfonnance, t~tere is only a small likdihood of motor learning being

increased and thus they are re-r.orded as being in the waiting behaviour.
As students engaged in ~~e activity key behaviour (ALT-PE) in class, they
made motor skill responses. These responses were deemed as either successful or
unsuccessful, depending on the purpose and result ofthe performance. For motor skill
acquisitioil to occur, a student must have high levels of success when performing
skills. This does not mean, however, that every attempt has to be successful, but the
activity must be at an appropriate level of challenge for the individual. For example, a
student may be achieving near one hundred percent success in an activity that is very
easy for them. Without an appropriate challenge when performing skills, a student
will not improve or learn a skill so that it can be perfonned on demand and in
pressure situations, thus motor skill acquisition has not really occurred, even though
the perfonnance is successful.
Before and after students make skill responses they have their own perception
of the class, how they view their skills and how they perform in their team or group.
These perceptions have an effect on their skill learning in ways that differ from just
making a skill attempt in activity. For example, students need to feel comfortable in
their surroundings to have the confidence or courage to try new things in front of their
classmates. If a student p8rceives a negative learning environment he/she may feel
uncomfortable and shy away from trying to perform skills in case he/she is laughed at
or ridiculed. These perceptions of the physical education class may have affected
students' motivation towards activity and could have altered the way in which they
may have acquired a skill. !fa student does not want to perform a skill he/she may not
attempt it at all or not try when attempting it. In such situations success levels will
inevitably drop, leading to lower levels of confidence. resulting in skills not being
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mastered. It is important to understand student perceptions in the classroom and try to
keep their experiences positive to give them every opportunity to learn without

embarrassment or ridicule.
When students perform motor skills in class the result can be either
successful or unsuccessful. In order fOr motor skill acquisition to occur they must
achieve some success. Not every attempt, however, must be successful for learning to
occur. How then would they Jearn f.'"Om mistakes if they are always successful?
Feedback offered from unsuccessful attempts can be offered to students to allow them
to learn from their errors and can help them to understand why they were wrong and
how they perform better.
These four variables can all have an impact on motor learning. Each variable
can interact with the others. Students have perceptions of the sport education class,
the key behaviours in which they engage, the responses they make, the successes they
have and also whether they can perfonn motor skills. The conceptual framework
shows how these variables are linked promoting motor skill acquisition within sport
education. The best scenario fm· motor learning to occur is for students to be engaged
in sport education, perfonning activity key behaviours, making some successful skill
responses, while having positive perceptions of what they are doing.
The conceptual fmmework shows that the study focuses on these factors
individually and the relationship between these factors for target students in the class.
The subjects are described in relation to these factors to gain a better understanding of
the sport erlucation curriculum model in terms of motor skill learning.
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CHAPTER4: MEmODOLOGY

The research questions dictated the choice of method for the study. The
questions arose from the statement of the problem and the need to find out particular
information about the sport education tnodel.
This chapter describes the research design; selection of the subjects; data
collection procedures; the instrumentation involved; data analysis procedures;
reliability and validity considerations; methodological limitations and ethical

considerations involved.

Research design
This study was essentially descriptive in nature adopting a naturalistic

approach to data collection. "Certain kinds of behaviour can only be (or best be)
observed as they occur naturally" (Gay, 1990, p.206). A combination of quantitative
and qualitative research met.hods was employed. Quantitative data was collected from
video recordings and field notes of observable events in the class as they occurred.

Qualitative data was obtained via interviews of student perceptions of events that took
place within the class. This research is consistent with "recent developments in the

evaluation profession (that) have led to an increase in the use of multiple methods,
including combinations of qualitative and quantitative data" (Patton, 1990, p.l 0). This
study used various data sources to integrate findings and to help in the triangulation of
results.
Subject selection
Leedy (1989, p. 142) states that "the population for the study mu>1 be carefully
chosen, clearly defined, and specifically delimited in order to set precise parameters
for ensuring discreteness to the population". The research was undertaken at a
metropolitan gnvemment high school during Tenn 4 of 1994. The students wero
chosen from the same sport education team and had all experienced sport education
in Term 3 of that year, in a soccer unit. One team out of the sport education class was
chosen and within that team four students were chosen as appropriate subjects for the
study. Based on observation'li of their skills in lessons one to three the researcher
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categorised the students as high or low ability. From the mixed sex class two females
and two males (one high ability and one low ability of each sex) were chosen as
subjects. Team selections were completed, with students remaining in these netball
teams for the rest of the season. A sports board of four students graded each player on
their ability at the levels A, B or C grade. Captains were chosen from the A grade
players. These captains then took turns to choose the rest of their team starting from
the remaining A grade players and moving down to the C grade players. The captains
alternated selection between males and females. This procedure was fol!owed with

the heliefthat all the teams would have the same number of players (9) and would
have players of mixed ability to create an even competition.
Competition began in lesson five. It was only when the classes were joined

and teams were selected that data could be collected on all four subjects. The subjects
for the study were not determined until team selection was completed. One team was
mndomly chosen and then four students within this team became the subjects for the
research. These four subjects were both male and female and also consisted of high
and low ability groups. They are discussed in the results chapter under pseudonyms.
The two high ability subjects are referred to as Helen and Harry (one male and one
female), while the two low ability subjects are referred to under the names of Lionel
and Louise. This makes it easy to remember them as high or low ability and as male
or female.
A small sample was chosen so that detailed descriptions of one set of events

could be made in order to try to better understand the particular situation, mther than
to make genemlisations from larger samples. The small sample also heiped to provide

a rich source of infonnation relative to a sport education class which can be used by

future researchers to detennine the relevance of these findings to their own situation.
Research on sport education is quite new and thus detailed descriptions of classroom
events may be of benefit in providing a base from which further research could build.
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The female teacher of the sport education class had attended workshops and
training during the Sport Education I trials in 1993. She had experience in using the
sport education curriculum model in a soccer unit the previous semester.

Data collection procedures
The data collection methods were chosen in the belief that they were best able
to answer the research questions. The two research questions necessitated different
methods.
Research question ooe

What are the key behaviours in which &tudents engage within the sport education
curriculum model and do these behaviours provide opportunity for motor skill

development?
The research methods employed to answer question one were observations

from video recordings. Checklists based on the topographical components of the
skills specific operational definitions (see appendix I and 2) were used to record these
observations.
Resea.~CCb

question two

What are participant's perceptions of their motor skiiJ experiences in sport education?
The research method used to answer question two was interviews. The interviews

were tape recorded and transcribed. See appendices 8 and 9 for this information.
Instrumentation

Three instruments were used to collect the data for the study. The instruments
used in the study were:

I. An adapted Sport and Physical Activity Category Observation System
(SPACOS), which was based on an instrument designed by Taggart (1992b),
2. Skill performance checklists, and
3. Interviews using stimulated verbal recall.
These data collection instruments are outlined in more detail below.
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Adapted Sport and fhysical Activity Codinc Observation System (SPACOS)
The adapted SPACOS instrument applies systematic observation using
continuous recording methods to show what learners do within the physical education
setting. The SPACOS instrument is made up of discrete categories, or key behaviours
in which targ:t students engage during a physical education lesson. These behaviours
include activity, knowledge, waiting, management, transition, break and off-task (see
appendix 3 for definitions of key behaviours). The amount oftime each subject spent
in each of these key behaviours was recorded on a data sheet (see appendix 4 for an
example). The knowledge and activity key behaviours were considered to be crucial
to motor learning and so were split into sub-categories to allow more detailed
information to be gathered on these behaviours. The activity sub--categories are warm
up, fitness, skill practice, scrimmage and game. Knowledge sub-categories are rules,
technique. strategy, social behaviour, general and cognitive behaviours. Definitions

can be seen in appendix 3.
The target students chosen for the study were video recorded throughout each
lesson. The camera was continually moved around to enable all target subjects to be

clearly filmed. This necessitated filming different courts for different games, but
generally the camera was positioned near the right hand comer of one baseline on the

netball court the subjects were playing on.
Interruptions to recording occurred during break time in lessons. Students
were breaking for drinks etc and recording stopped in order to change video recorder
batteries and camem position. Time spent adjusting the equipment was not long (up
to two minutes maximum), and only occurred once or twice per lesson. Behaviours
that would promote motor skill learning mrely occurred at these times.
Skill performance checklisJs
Checklists, completed from watching tlte video, provided detailed information
about all netball related motor skills that were attempted by each subject throughout
the sport education season. 'The netball skills observed were passing (including the
chest pass, shoulder pass, bounce pass and Job pass), receiving, shooting, attacking
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and defending (see appendix 2 for definitions of each type of skill). The checklists
enabled the observer to record the topography (critical elements) of the skill. These
components were listed on the checklist and the presence of these critical elements

were noted (see appendix I). When all of the critical elements are present the total
perfonnance is seen to be techniquely correct. For example, the components for a
correct shooting attempt are:
I. feet apart and balanced,
2. ball above and slightly behind head,

3. bent knees and elbows for preparation, and
4. flick the wrist and let ball roll off fingers as anns extend.

The function, or result, of the performance was also recorded (see appendix
I). For the skill of shooting the function is the successful/unsuccessful attempt at

goal. Table 2, below, outlines the checklist for subject two for the skill of shooting.
Table 2
Sample of appendix I ·Checklist for Hany
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Table 2 shows how many shooting attempts were made by Subject 2 over the
season. It can be seen thnt in lesson 4 no attempts were made at all, but in lesson 5 II
shots were attempted. From these attempts the critical elements show that only 2
attempts were perfonned with the feet apart and balanced, 4 with the ball above and
slightly behind the head, 2 with bent knees and elbows and 3 where a flick ofthe
wrist and a roll off the fingers was demonstrated. Only 2 out of the II attempts made
in lesson five resulted in a goal being scored. The total number of attempts that

recorded each critical element can be seen on the right hand side of the table, with the
mean over the season also shown. For example, 7 out of 18 shooting attempts
recorded for the whole season were perfonned with feet apart and balanced, with a
mean recording of2.
This infonnation was detailed for all subjects for each skill attempted over the
season. The data analysis section of this chapter specifies how the checklist data is
presented and used to answer the research questions for the study.
Interviews

Interviews. using stimulated recall. aimed to identity the meanings behind

student behaviours observed in lessons. Parton (1990, p. 161) states that the purpose
of interviewing is to find out "what is in someone else's mind... not putting things in
someone else's mindn. Each interview was conducted at the conclusion of the final
sport education lesson. Each subject was interviewed alone, in a quiet area, with no

distractions.
The interviews were semi-structured and conducted from a detailed schedule
(see appendix 5). The subjects were initially given an explanation of the purpose of
the interview (not tape recorded), in which the interviewer explained that she was
interested in their thoughts on physical education, sport education and their netball
skill levels. The recorded interview began with simple questions of a demographic
nature, such as age. This strategy was intended to help the subjeets relax (Goetz & Le
Compte, 1984). The semi-struetured questions were followed by questions which

I
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addressed the four broad foci:

1. Background of students in relation to netball and sporting experiences.
2. Perceptions of the class and sport education.

3. Perceived netball skill levels throughout the season.
4. Future involvement in netball and other sports;
These questions allowed information to be gathered based on the subjects'
perceptions, rather than closing in on certain predicted themes that the interviewer
may desire. The semi-structured questions often led to other more probing questions

if answers were brief and/or vague (eg. Why do you think basketball is better than
netball and where are you going with your basketball?).
The interviews were also aimed at gaining an understanding of subject's
perceptions of their motor skill acquisition within the sport edur.ation setting. A

projection technique of stimulated verbal recall of lessons or eve11ts (Patton, 1990)

was used to help the subjects to remember certain sport education lessons and key
events so that questions were answered easily. The students were verbally reminded
of previous perfonnances and situations that occurred and then asked questions on

their thoughts at the time of the performance (if they could remember) and also their
reflections or thoughts about their perfonnances after recollection.
The responses were tape recorded to enable transcription. This data was

analysed by categorising student answers into themes by question.
Data analysis
Data generated by SPACOS, checklists, video and interviews combined to
provide the infonnation to be analysed.
Adapted SPACOS
The adapted SPACOS instrument revealed data about the events that took
place within each lesson. Each key behaviour is presented as the percentage of time
spent in the behaviour out of total time recorded. This was not the total lesson time as
some parts of the lesson, such as when the students were getting changed, were not
recorded.
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The knowledge and activity key behaviours, deemed crucial to motor skill

acquisition, were analysed in greater detail, with time spent in these key behaviours
divided into specific sub-categories, which outlines the specific type of activity or
knowledge behaviour observed (see appendix 3). Tables presenting time spent in

these key behaviours and sub-categories can be seen in chapter 5.
Skill perfonnance checklists

Analysis of the video recording provided data, recorded on checklists, on
performances for each subject throughout the season (see appendix I). The checklist
for each subject revealed how many netball skills were performed in each lesson, with

a mean result for the whole season also shown. The data shows the nature of each
performance outlining the number of skill attempts and the topography of the skill.
11te function of each skill attempt is also recorded. The sample checklist (from
appendix I) reveals that subject two perfonned the shooting skill 7 times in lesson 6,
with 5 of these attempts executed with feet apart and balanced, 3 with the ball above
and slightly behind the head, 2 in which the knees and elbows were bent, 2 where he
flicked his wrist and the ball rolled off the end of his fingers and overall, 0 where the

ball went into the goal. This information is shown for each subject, for each skill and

in each lesson.
The data from the checklists is presented in tables for each subject indicating

the nature of the perfonnance for each skill attempt made. The first table reveals
which activity sub-category each subject was engaged in when they made their skill
response. The second table indicates exactly which type of skill was perfonned,
including receiving tlte ball, passing the ball, shooting, attacking and defending (see
appendix 2). Both tables presented these skill responses in tenns of:
I. The total number of responses that were made.
2. The percentage of successful responses, based on the result of the
performance.
3. The percentage of correctly perfonned responses, based on the topography
of the skill.
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4. The percentage of responses that the subject was trying to perfonn
properly.
5. The combined percentage out of total performances in which the subject

was simultaneously successful, correct and trying to perform properly.
All video data was tabulated and shown for each subje<rt across each lesson
and then combined to reveal averages for each subject over the season. This enabled
comparisons to be made across subjects in terms of time spent in key behaviours and
frequency and topography of skill responses made. Analysis of this data enabled
research question one to be answered.

Interviews

The interviews were tape recorded and notes were taken (to gain as much

information as possible) during the interview. A case analysis procedure was followed
for transcription where each interview was fully transcribed. Cross subject analysis
within the case analysis was also used to group together common answers into

themes.
During analysis, techniques such as convergence and divergence was used to

help increase the credibility of information (Patton, 1990). Convergence involved
finding out what fitted together into a type of classification system by finding
recurring patterns in the data and checking the extent to which these patterns held
together (internal homogeneity) and the extent to which differences were clear or bold

(external homogeneity). These procedures helped II> make the information more
reliable and consistent. Divergence involved extending information already known.

bridging together different items in the data and surfacing new intormation that might
fit and testing it for its existence (Patton, 1990). This technique helps to 'flesh out'
patterns and helps to give a focus to analysis that is related to the research questions.
Combining data sources - using SPACOS and iilterview data
The analyses from the SPACOS data and the interview data were then
combined to detenmine if further links existed. This was done by looking at any data
that appeared to 'stand out' data from each source of infonnation and linking any other
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information based on the lesson context. For example, a student may have been
injured during a game, which may have affected development and feelings towards

the sport. Video observations and interview responses may be linked during analysis
of data in this study.
Reliability of data collection

Observational research involves providing data that is a true and accurate
reflection of what actually happened. Systematic observation requires human

interpretation. therefore observers must be able to use systematic observation
instruments reliably to ensure that the data is consistent and so objective
measurements can be made. To estabJir-!t reliability the fo11owing procedures were
undertaken:
I. Observer training

Training for the use of the adapted SPACOS instrument was completed using
the SPACOS manual (Taggart, 1992b). Mastery was monitored via intra- and interobserver reliability checks of video taped physical education settings. The two
observers, after completing the self instructional SPACOS manual, obtained an

agreement levEl of 90% and therefore were considered reliable and able to collect
data accurately.
~liability check
11

1ntmobserver agreement refers to the situation in which ane observer makes

an observation of events one day and then comes back at a later point in time to
observe the same events" (van der Mars, 1989, p. 54). The Scored Interval Method
(van der Mars, 1989, p. 55) was used to compare the recordings made from two

separate observations of one lesson. The coinciding recordings that are identical
(agreements) are

scored

The coinciding recordings that did not match

(disagreements) are unscored. The number of agreements and disagreements were
placed into the following reliability formula to calculate the scored interval
percentage:
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Iotal agreements X 100 = percentace ofacreement

Total agreements + disagreements
OR

A

lOA~

X 100

A+D
An agreement level of91% was obtained between the two recordings of observations
(see appendix 6).
3. Inter:observer agreement

This refers to "the situation in which the observation records of one observer
are compared to those of a second person" (van der Mars, 1989, p. 54). Another coder
completed the adapted SPACOS instmment training and agreement percentages were

established using the Scored Interval Method for the two coders recording one lesson
simultaneously. The agreement percentage was 89% (appendix 7) which allowed
coding of the research data to commence.

Validity of data collection
Validity refers to the extent to which an instrument measures what it is

supposed to measure. The observations and codings need to be a true indication of
events as they occurred in the environment. The adapted SPA COS instrument uses a
combination of the Academic Learning Time- Physical Education (ALT-PE) and the
Syotematic Observation of Student Opportunity to Respond (SOSOR) instruments as
outlined by Darst et al. in 1989. These instruments have been found valid in
naturalistic settings (Brown, 1989) and are used extensively by researchers in the
field.
To reduce the possibility of invalid findings, triangulation procedures were
undertaken by collecting and analysing data from two different observation systems.
The adapted SPACOS instnunent combined with the checklists for skill components

represents empirical analytical research. while analysis of the interviews represents
interpretive research. This ensured that observed events were complimented with
interview responses which provided some of the reasons behind the actions seen. Data
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!Tom the operational dimension (skills perfonned) was then related to the perceptual
dimension (the meanings behind actions) to produce a wider description of the sport
education setting.

Problems and limitations ofthe method employed: Some reflections
After reflecting on the way that the study was conducted the researcher
identified a number of methodological problems. It is important to acknowledge these
problems to ensure trustworthiness of the data (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Highlighting
these difficulties also helps future researchers identifY potential problem areas and to
take steps to avoid or overcome them to improve the conduct of their research.

Some major problems that limited the study included:
I. Only one interview was conducted for each subject. This did not provide
extensive data on their perceptions of the sport education model and their skills

within the netball class. More time and a follow up interview for each subject would
have enabled results to be more thorough and comprehensive. Interviews conducted
during the season would provide needed information.
2. The video camera did not allow the entire lesson to be recorded. Time was

needed to change the batteries during the lesson and certain parts of the lesson were

omitted to make sure the battery allowed the bulk of the lesson to be recorded without
running out of charge. In one lesson the video camera only lasted for half of the
lesson and the rest of the lesson could not be recorded due to a low battery charge.
Field notes helped to provide information on the segments that were not recorded,
however this infonnation was not included in the results.
3. No comments or data were provided on teacher behaviour during the

season. Teacher interpretation of students skills and perceptions was not sought but
may have been included to give another view ofthe events that took place within the
season of sport education. Time constraints limited this ex1ra infonnation being
sought.
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4. The reaction of subjects to being involved in a study, in which they were

video recorded and al•~ interviewed, may have affected results through the
Hawthorne effect.
5. The possibility of researcher bias occurring as a result of researcher

interactions with the subjects. As the season progressed the novelty of being video
recorded and interviewed wore off and students were all comfortable with the
researcher being there and watching them perform in class.
Ethical considerations

Spmdley (I 979) highlighted the need to acknowledge ethics when conducting
research of an ethnographic nature by stating that "no matter how unobtrusive,
ethnographic research always pries into the lives of the informants . .. Interviewing

presents a powerful tool for invading other people's way of life. It can be used to
affirm their rights, interests and sensitivities or to violate them" (p. 36). Below is a
brief explanation of the ethical procedures that were followed in this study to ensure
the research was undertaken within the boundaries of moral and ethical behaviour:
I. The aims. goals and procedures of the research were thoroughly explained

to all participants in the study.
2. Subjects and their parents/guardians completed consent forms (see

appendix I I).
3. Permission was granted by . ·-· .>chool principal to undertake the research

oppendix 10).
4. The two teachers and head of department gave verbal permission to
undertake the research.
5. The right for withdmwal at any time during the study was given to all those

involved in the research.
6. The identity of all participants and associated people involved in the study
remained confidential at all times.
1. Interviews were conducted in a quiet place where privacy was guaranteed.
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8. The data gathered throughout the study will not be used for any purpose
other than those outlined by the study. It will only be viewed by the researcher,
assistant and honours supervisors and examiners.
9. The findings of the research and feedback will be made available to all

those involved in the study and interested in the results.
Summary
The methodology provides a picture of how the study was undertaken and all
the considerations that were a.i·efu1ly employed to ensure ease of research design,

data collection and analysis. The findings of the study are shown in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS

Having outlined the methodology for the study, the findings are now reported.
A detailed description of procedures involved in the sport education unit sets the
scene to provide a picture of the teaching and learning process during the study. The
results are presented for the four subjects based on observations over seven netball
lessons and interviews conducted after the final lesson. Each subjec:t is outlined
individually, beginning with a brief overview of each subject's experiences in netball
and other sports and their perceptions of physical education and sport education.
How students spent their time in sport education lessons is considered in
terms of the different key behaviours that were observed over the season. Individual
skill assessment is also shown. indicating frequency and quality of skill attempts

made by each subject. Finally, common themes from interviews are linked with data
on engaged time in class are then presented for all four subjects. This enabled so;ne

comparisons to be made between the high and low ability subjects over the sport
education season.
The sport education setting

The research was undertaken at a metropolitan government high school during
Term 4 of 1994. Two Year 8 classes were involved in data collection, with both
classes having prior experience in a sport education soccer class in Tenn 3. The

classes had physical education once a week on a Friday from II :30 am until I :00 pm
with netball being the chosen sport for Tenn 4.
There was one male and one female teacher responsible for the Year 8 netball
unit. As the two classes had physical education at the same time, only one class could

he monitored during weeks one to three. Each class was taught separntely for skill
development in the first three weeks of the season. Half-way through the week four
lesson the rn·o classes were combined. Team selections were completed. with
students remaining in their netball teams for the rest of the season. When the
competition began in Week 5, the teacher organised the class so that each team
captain would take their team for a warm up before games commenced. Two games
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were played in a lesson, with each game ~consisting of two ten minute halves on full

sized courts with seven per side. Students were also responsible for certain duties
such as umpiring, scoring, first aid and publicising results. On the final day oftenn a
grand final and trophy presentation ended the season. Students attended either as
supporters or players at the culminating event.
The sport education netball season did not include all ofthe key
characteristics of the sport education model (Alexander et al., 1995). Key
characteristics that were present included:
I. A season of sport.

2. A schedule of fonnal competition.
3. Mixed ability even matched teams~ although one team was clearly better

than all of the other teams.
4. The students being responsible for their own learning.

5. A record of results being kept, even though no publicity was initiated by
students.
6. A grand final and presentations as a culminating event.
The key characteristics that were not included in the study were:

I. The teacher did not take on the role of facilitator.
2. Games were not modified by rules or team sizes.

3. Students were not fully involved in roles other than player.
These characteristics are further examined in the data analysis chapter.
The subjects
Each subject is outlined in detail beginning with a brief overview of their
background specific to involvement in sport and netball in particular and information
on their roles and perfonnances in the sport education class. Next the key behaviours

subjects were engaged in, the skill responses that they made and their perceptions of
their skills as described during interviews are presented.
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Helen
Helen was a 13 year old high ability female. She was observed in all seven
lessons of the season. She had previous experience in netball, basketball and softball.
Although not playing netball out of school during the time of the study, she had
played competitive netball for five years. This included training on Tuesdays after
school and competitions on Saturday mornings. She currently played basketball at a
junior state level (State Basketball League) and planned to attend another high school
in 1995 on a basketball scholarship.
Helen was the team captain. Her responsibilities as captain included taking
the drills for warm ups before games and tossing the coin to determine which team
had first centre possession or choice of direction for shooting. She also determined

the players' positions and completed the team entry on the score sheet for each game.
Helen played in every game and in a variety of positions including centre (C),
goal attack (GA), goal shooter (GS) and goal defence (GD). She was a cooperative
team member allowing her players flexibility to play where they wanted and helped
out weaker team members enthusiastically with new drills and practices in team

warm ups before games. Em:ouragement was given to every team member during

games regardless oftheir skill levels. Overall, she filled the captains' role very
effectively and in a highly responsible manner.
Perceptions ~ Helen

The interview for Helen revealed information about her previous netball
experiences and her experiences within the season of sport education. When asked

about her feelings towards sport education (for a sample of the interview transcript
see appendix 8) she did not know what it was. After a brief explanation of the sport
education and the physical education programs, Helen commented that she preferred
to do physical education the sport education way. The things that she liked about
sport education were playing in a team, playing the games and that "when we go to

play games we get to do wann ups as well as a game" (p. 2). As the team captain,
Helen indicated that in terms of her role as captain she 11SOrt ofliked it", but
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"sometimes they don~ listen and it's hard to control people your own age" (p. 2).
However, she "pretty much did what she liked" (p. 3 ). When asked about what her
class did from the beginning to the end of the season, Helen explained that:
The people that already played netball, they already knew what to do, but the
people who hadn~ played out of school didn't know what to do so we started
off and she (the teacher) kind of taught us from the beginning again. It was
kind of boring but I didn't really care (p. 3).
Helen considered her.;elfto be at a high skill level at the beginning of the
season because she'd "done it (netball) before" (p. 2) and that she did not learn any
new skills throughout the season, but

·~ust

'tayed (at) the same" skill level (p. 3). She

had no intention of playing netball after this sport education unit, indicating that she
would prefer to concentrate on her basketball, which she competed in at an elite level.

Table 3 outlines the key behaviours that Helen was engaged in over the seven
lessons and how much of her time was spent in each. Each number represents
percentage of total lesson time that she was engaged in the particular key behaviour.

For example, 10% of time in lesson one was spent in transition. This represents
approximately 9 minutes of a 90 m~nute lesson. The final two columns represent the
mean and range for each key behaviour over the seven lessons to give a clear
indication of how time was spent over the entire season.
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Table 3
Percentage Ijme in Key Behaviours for Helen

KEY
BEHAVIOUR

1

Activity

37
33
10
13

Knowledge
Transition
Waitina
Break
Off task
Manaaement

2
41

LESSON
NUMBER
Mean R!lf199
--f-'C-.. . - - - - ----------4
6
7
3
5
in% in%

14
14
25
30 14
10 21-- 25
18 49
36
6 ___1,_ ------1
0
·--·1 [----"-·-0 _0_[ - -0 - 0
0
0
1
-·-~-----

19
16
31
34
0
0

0

16 26
24 14-41
7
6
19 3-33
20 -1. -----19 ------- 31
r--25-- --····-···
5
48
35 5-49
2 - -0-6
2 -1- --·-------0
0 - 0-1
--------- 0-----------0
0
0
0-1

Results from Table 3 highlight that the key behaviour in which Helen spent
most of her time over the season was Waiting, with a mean of35%. This time
included waiting for the ball to come into her playing area, and sitting on the sideline
during a game. Waiting was highest during lessons three and seven, where nearly half
of the entire lesson was spent in this key behaviour. These lessons were game
oriented and the specific positions played may have been a reason for such a high
level of Waiting.
The Knowledge behaviour comprised 19% of lesson time with the highest
level in lesson one (33% of lesson) when rules and techniques were the locus of
teacher input. Helen listened attentively while the teacher instructed.
Only 2% .of time was spent in break, management and off-task behaviours,
which indicated that little time was spent in non-functional time. Activity time was
24% over the season with higher levels recorded in lessons one and two (37"/o and
41% respectively) during the teacher directed skill development phase of the unit.
Table 4 focuses on the activity key behaviour and presents, through the
identification of sub-categories, a more fine grained analysis of how time was spent.
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Helen was involved in wann ups, fitness activities, skill practices, scrimmag.~s and
games (refer to appendix 3 for definitions).
Table4
Percentage Time in Activity Sub-categories for Helen

ACTIVITY

1
51
··-·

2

3

7

14

8

0

Skill practice

1--41

Scrimmage
Game

SUB-CATEGORY

Warmup
Fitness

Mean Ral!g~

LESSON
-----·----- NUMBER

4

5

6

21

11

0 -51 -

7

0

0

0,_ -4 - 16
0
2
0

7

14

0

0

19

28

0

86

0

5

0

4

22
.

0

0

65

58
21

0-410.----"86

84

81

54

44

0-84

-··-·

7

in%

in%

0·8

r=-.16
----

------

Of the 24% of time spent in activity over the season, Helen spent most of her
activity time in games, with a mean level of 44% over the seven lessons. The game
playing sub-category was highest during lessons five and six with 84% and Sl% of
activity time recorded in games. In these lessons competitions were under way and
two games were scheduled per lesson. No game time was recorded for lessons one
and two. In these lessons skin development was the focus for activity and no games
took place. Skill practices and wann ups dominated lesson one activity (41% and
5 J% respectively) and scrimmage took up nearly all of activity in lesson two (86%).

Wann up time decreased as the season progressed and games became the dominant
focus of the lessons. Team wann ups were still completed before the games
commenced, however they generally consisted of mini-games, this was recorded as
scrimmage time. Fitness activities were observed in two lessons (lessons one and
three), with levels of8% and 7% respectively. This equated to a mean of2% of total
activity time spent in fitness activity over the entire season.
Table 5 breaks down the knowledge behaviour into sub-categories such as
rules, technique, strategies, social behaviour, general knowledge and cognitive
engagement. Definitions ofthese sub-categories can be seen in appendix 3.

l
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Table 5
fcn;:.entage Time in Knowledge Sub-categories for Helen

KNQIM._ED_G_E_ ~~-~---,_---hES~OI\liNIJMBEIL, ___ Mean ~ange
SUB-CATEGORY 1
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4 ' 5
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7
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f--~-_,_R.,.u,.,le,...s_4f-4"'9"-+ 97
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45

3
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0

24 f-19
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0

0

Strategy'---+-3"-t-9-+_o__ __ o__

0

__o__ ~-5(!_ t-'l:.~~r.
0

_1_ _(J_-_4_5

_o __ ()~-~ _o_ o
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0- 7

1---__.G..,e,_n,.,e,ra"-1---l--"o'-t__..o4 __..o -+-=4._,4'-l--'5"'6'- ___2,_,9.-+_,1,o,o"-+_.3..,3,_Fo'---1._.o. 1
o
Coonitive
0
0
0
28
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0
0
8
0 - 28

Of the 19% of time spent in the knowledge behaviour, the most frequently
occurring knowledge sub-category for Helen was listening to the teacher discussing
rules. This was 50% of total knowledge time, dominating time particularly in lessons

two and three, where almost all knowledge time was spent on rules (97% and 93%
respectively). Almost all of the time in the fmowledge key behaviour in lesson one

was spent in rules (49%) and techniques (45%). The purpose of lesson one was to
teach students techniques for the basic skills of netball and major rules so that they
could play games and compete during the season. As the season progressed beyond
lesson two, no time was spent on techniques or strategies. This was to be expected as

Helen was clearly one of the best netball players in the class and needed no help with
strategies associated with the game. She demonstrated knowledge of otrategies during
games, such as zoning and deliberately causing her opponent to foul in order to
receive a free pass or shot.

Specific cognitive engagement occurred during lessons four and five (28%
and 25%). These lessons involved team selections and teams had to then collectively
decide on a team name and their roles within the team. Students were involved in
making these team decisions. In lessons four .and five students were also involved in
discussions on organisational matters such as the format of future lessons and how the
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competition would be run for the rest of the season. This was recorded as general
knowledge and continued in lessons six and seven, with all knowledge time in the
final Jesson spent in organisation and general discussion with the class. In Jesson
seven grand final presentations and best player awards were presented after the

.culminating event.
Skill responses
Skill assessment ofperfonnance for Helen was quantified using checklists and
presented in tables indicating both frequency and quality of skill responses. The

complete checklist for Helen can be seen in appendix I. Tables 6 and 7 highlight
overall results from the checklists in terms of number of skill responses, the types of
skill responses and in which activity category these skill responses were made.

Table 6 presents an skill responses attempted by Helen over the entire season.
It indicates which activity sub-category she was engaged in when these skill responses
were made. The bold figure represents the total number of responses attempted in
each sub-category. in each lesson. For example. 79 skill responses were made in the
skill practice sub-category in lesson one.
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Table 6
Number and Percentage SkiJI Responses Made jo Activity Sub-categories by Helen
_1\~lM"TV'-'---i"-·---
SUB.CATEGORY

1

Wann UP INol

0

lob Successful -

94.5

Correct -

94.5

1{,
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100
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- 4 r s ..... -6-
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0
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0
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0
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34
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97.5
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94.5
97.5
97.5
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100
97
0

13
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100
100
90
9

64.5
94
97
64.5
5

92
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98
92
3

41

92.5
100
100
92.5
22

77.5
100
100
77.5
134

100
100
100
100
97

100
33.5
66.5
33.5
64

80.5
92.5
100
80.5

82
100
95.5
82

83
92.5
96
79

79.5
92
97
78.5

70.5
78
95.5
67

77%
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35

163

136
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CorrectIf. Trying1!. ALLSkill praclico{No
1<:!

~ Successful *'CorrectY, Trying1!. ALL-
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0

*' Successful -
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0

94.5

9
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89
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0

~ Successful -

*' Correct-

L~ Trying·
.,. ALLTOTAL
ATTEMPTS

79

65

Xoerlosaon

87%

39

5.5

79%

358

49.5

100

103

The activity sub-categories show more detail about the precise nature of each

performance. Results indicate:
J. the % of successful performances from the total number attempted;

2. the% of attempts that were performed techniquely correct; and

3. the% of attempts in which the subject was deliberately liYin!; to perfonn
correctly and successfully.
The% ALL figure indicates how many of the skill attempts were made with all three
of the above components occurring simultaneously. For example. from the 79
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attempts made in skill practice during lesson one, 81% were shown to be
perfonnances that were successful, techniquely correct, and involved Helen trying to
perfom1 them properly.
This percentage data is recorded for each lesson and then a mean for all
lessons shown in the far right hand column. This table helps to detennine in which
activity sub-categories skills are performed and which of these promote optimal skill
development.
Table 6 reveals that Helen made a total of 724 skill responses over the

season. The mean number responses per lesson was 103. Lesson seven had the most
number of responses with 110, with other game lessons (five and six) recording high
levels of 163 and 136 responses respectively. The lesson with the least number of

skill responses was lesson four with only 35 responses. This lesson was when teams
were selected and general administrative procedures took up more than half the
lesson time.
The highe:st number of skill responses occurred in games and skill practices
(358 and 309), making up 92% of all responses. Both of these sub-categories have
skill responses as a focus, with responses made during games being in pressure
situations and responses made during skill practices typically being repetitive and
technique orientated situations. Skill responses made in lesson one only took place in
skill practice (all 79), where students revised basic passing, receiving and pivoting
skills. A total of 18 skill responses were made in the warm up sub-category, all of
which occurred in lesson two. No responses were made in the fitness sub-cateJOI)'
with 5.5% of responses (39 in total) occurring in scrimmage.
Percentage ALL figures indicate the three components (ie success, correct and
trying) occurring simultaneously over the season for each sub-category. This data can
be seen in the ~otal column, second from the right. Results are higher in activities
such as wann ups and skill practices (94% and 87% respectively). It was when Helen
was placed in pressure situations, such as scrimmages and games, that this figure
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dropped to 79% and 77%. These levels are still quite high when considered over an
entire season.
Table 7 goes into specific detail on the types of skill responses that were
performed by He!of!n, including receiving the ball, passing, shooting, attacking and
defending. Definitions ofthese skills are outlined in appendix 2. Each type of skill is
shown individually over the seven lessons, with the mean outlined in percentage form
in the far right hand column of the table. Each type of skill is presented as a total
number of attempts, shown in bold print. From this total number, percentages are
detennined for those attempts that were:
I. Successful.

2. Techniquely correct.
3. Performed when Helen was considered to be trying to perform the skill
successfully and correctly.
The final percentage (shown as% ALL) highlights the skill attempts that had
all three elements present. That is, the skill attempts were successful, techniquely
correct and Helen was deemed to be trying simultaneously (see appendix 2 for
definitions). For example, in lesson one, 39 skill responses made by Helen were
labeHed as receiving. From these 39 attempts, 97.5% were successful, 92% were
perfonned correctly and she was recorded as trying for 87% ofthese attempts.
Ovemll, 84.5% of responses involved all three performance indicators occurring
simultaneously. A mean figure for the% ALL category, shown in bold, is highlighted
in the total column (second from the right), and indicates this information tOr each
skill over the entire season (eg. 89% of 307 receiving responses were successful,
correct and deemed as trying, for Helen over the whole season).
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Table 7
~s

of Skj)) Respm1ses Made lzy Helen
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Table 7 indicates that the most commonly occurring skills were receiving and
passing (307 and 296), making up 83% of total skills performed. More of these skj))s

were perfonned in lessons five, six and seven when games were the focus for the
clsss than other lessons. Complete correctness (shown as% ALL), over the season,

was at 89 and 85% respectively. Attacking and defending responses were the least
observed skills pe1forrned at 15 and 42 responses respectively. These levels are

significantly lower than receiving and passing responses. Attac!dng and defending
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skills occur when the subject was attacking or defending during activity, but did not

actually make contact with the ball. For example, a player may be available for a pass
by making an attacking skill response, but did not receive the pass, or may be
defending an opponent and keeping them out of the game. In these instances the
player is still part of the game and performing skill responses, but not making skill
responses related to directly playing the ball. Only 8% of skill responses were labelled
as either attacking or defending. More often than not Helen did come into contact
with the ball, supporting the low level of attacking and defending skills demonstrated.
The remaining 9% of responses were shooting, occurring in lessons three,
five, six and seven. In these four lessons subject one played in a shooting position. A

total of64 shooting responses were made, with 34% of these being recorded as
completely correct. This% ALL figure is significantly lower for shooting than the
other skills, due to the increased difficulty level of scoring the goal compared with
success in passing or receiving skills.
Harry
Hany was a 13 year old high ability male with previous experience in netball

as a fill-in for friends in a community mixed competition. At the time of the interview
he did not play netball but did play basketball.
Harry was the vice captain of the team observed and was on court for every
game once competitions began, playing mainly shooting positions but with brief

moves to centre (C) or goal defence (GD) for half a game. Harry was in the sport
education class not observed during skill development, in lessons one to three. As a

result he was not observed until Jesson four.
PerccptjQDs - Harry
The interview with Harry revealed his thoughts on netball and the sport
education class. When asked about sport education he did not know what it was. After
an explanation on the differences between sport education and traditional physical
education, he said that it was "pretty good, some competition is there but after a while
if you get a strong team it's not so fair for the other teams" (p. 4). He indicated that
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joining the classes for a combined competition was good "because there were more
teams to compete against" (p. 4). His team was very strong, winning every game they
played. Although Harry was vice captain for his team he did not perform any specific
duties associated with th11t role. The captain (Helen) was never absent and did not call
on him to assist in any way. When asked what he did in sport education at tht:
beginning of the unit (lessons I, 2 and 3), Harry revealed that his class had small
games of netball. He indicated that his class did not perform any drills, warm ups or
skill practices.
Over the course of the season, Hany learned "a bii., mainly the rules associated
with stepping" (p. 5) a> he had to adjust from basketball. He considered his own skill
leve1s to be high, but claimed to have "advantages over some because I had played an

actual competition before" (p. 4). Harry did not spend any time off court once
competition began and suggested that this was because of his previous experience
playing netball. Hany declared that some of his skiJis improved over the season, these
included increased concentration during games, playing different positions in
different ways and also understanding teamwork, "where the worst player has to be as
good as the best player" (p. 7).
Hany had no inclination to play netball again now that the class was over
because "it really sometimes gets a bit boring because y<.•u are just throwing up and
down the court" (p. 7). His intention was to continue to play basketball outside of
school.
Key behaviours

Table 8 outlines percentage time in the key behaviours over lessons four to
seven, with the mean and range over the season shown on the far right.
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Table 8

PercenrelW Time in Key Behaviours for Harry
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Table 8 reveals that most time was spent in Waiting with a mean of 40% over

the season. The mean time spent in Transition was 23% over the season, occurring to
a large degree in lessons five and six, with 31% and 30% respectively. Of the

remaining time, Hany spent 21% in Activity and 15% in Knowledge. Only 1% of this
was spent in Breaks. He showed little Management or Off task behaviour (I%).

From the 21% of time spent in Activity, the breakdown can be seen in table 9.
Table 9

Percentage Time in Activity Sub-categories for Hany
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3
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Table 9 reveals that Hany spent most of his Activity time in games (56%).
Game time mainly O'.~curred in lessons five and six during the competition part of the
unit. The next most commonly occurring activity sub-category was Skill practice, at
25%, with recordings for lessons six and seven. Exactly how much time that was
spent in skill development sub-categories, such as Skill practice, was difficult to
detennine because the first three weeks of classes were not recorded for Hany. Only
data recorded on video was used to determine time spent in class.
No Activity time was recorded for lesson four when Harry's class joined with

the other class. The first half of the lesson was devoted to individual class activities,
but the second half of the lesson was used for team selections and administrati' 1e
procedures. There was no recording for the Fitness sub~category in any

less~n.

and

Warm up occurred rarely, 8% overall, before Games in lessons five, six and seven.
Table 10 discloses infonnation on how Hany spent his time within the
Knowledge key behaviour in each lesson recorded. Percentage time is outlined,
revealing the separate knowledge sub-categories that he was engaged in throughout
the season.

Table 10
Percentage Time in Knowledge Sub=eategories for Harry
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The most frequently occurring Knowledge sub-category engaged in by Hany

was General knowledge, at 63% oftotal knowledge time. This was at I 00% during
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lesson seven, when presentations and best players were awarded. The remaining
knowledge time was shared between Rules ( 19%) and Cognitive ( 18%). Time spent
learning Rules was highest during lesson six, at 62%, when an argument erupted in a
game and students listened to the associated rules explained by the teacher. Cognitive
time was highest during lesson four when studen~s were making team decisions
without teacher input. No time was spent discussing strategies, techniques or social
behaviours associated with netball.
Skill responses
The skill responses for Harry were recorded for lessons five, six and seven
(see Table II). He was observed during the second half of lesson four, but no Activity

time was recorded during this lesson. He was active during the first half of the Jesson
when the classes were still separated for skill development, however, this was not
recorded on the video and could not be analysed.
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Table II
Number and Percentage Skill ResiJ!!nses Made in Activity Sub-categories by Hany
~CTMTY
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0
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86.5
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93.5
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79.5
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I

178

63%

36

6

74%

380

85.5
100
100
85.5

81%

161

594

Xoor Ieason

30

64

100
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Harry recarded a total of 594 skill responses in the three lessons with an
average of 198 responses per lesson. No skill responses were made during lesson four.
The hig!"jc.st number of responses in any one lesson was 224 in lesson five, with 209
and 161

rc~~:. ··-!se:-; recorded

respectively for lessons six and seven. Games were

the focus ofthe,)r;; lessons, with most responses occurring in the Game and Skill
practices sub-categories with totals of 380 and 178 respectively. No skill responses
were attempted in the Wann up or Fitness sub-categories.
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Levels of complete correctness (ie% ALL figure shown in column second

from right) vary V>ithin Skill practice (63%), Scrimmage (74%) and Games (81%).
These levels are lower during Skill practices because Hany spent most of this time

making shooting skill responses, which are difficult skills lo perfonn
completely correct. Overall, lhese levels were very high, even for a high ability
subject~

particula!'ly during Games.

Table 12 highlights which types of skills were performed in each Jesson.
Table 12
Types of Skill Responses Made hy Harry
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Table 12 reveals that the most frequently occurring skills performed were
receiving (254 responses), shooting (172 responses) and passing ( 138 responses).
Harry played mostly in attacking positions, which explains the high level of responses
for receiving and shooting. These skills had a high level of complete correctness (ie.
they were successfully performed, correctly performed and he was trying), with
receiving the ball at 93%, shooting 48% and passing 84%. Considering most of
Harry's attempts were in Games, under pressure, these levels recorded are very high.

Although complete success did not always occur, Hany did try for many ofthe skills
attempted. Only 22 attempts out of 594 were labelled as not trying. As his skill levels
were high, boredom (which was mentioned during interviews) could be a factor in
reasons for not trying on these 22 occasions.

Only 30 attempts were recorded as either attacking or defending \\1lh only two
defending responses. As a high ability player, Hany tended to be the first option for
other team members to pass to, thus most of the time that he made a skill attempt, he
received the ball. This would explain why the figures for attacking and defending
were so low (see delinitions in appendix 3).
Lionel
Lionel was a 13 year old male who bad prior netball experience before taking

this class. He had played netball in year five or six in primary school where he trained
after school and played on Saturdays. He only played for one season. Within the sport
education class he had no other role apart from player.
Lionel was designated as a low ability player and was recorded in lessons one

to three and five to seven, being absent in Jesson four. He assumed defending
positions in most games, frequently playing wing defence (WD), whilst also playing
goal keeper (GK) and wing attack (WA) once. He sat on the bench twice during the
tournament and also during practice sessions. He apparently didn't mind sitting out,
volunteering to do so on some occasions.
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Perceptions - Lionel

The interview outlines Lionel's thoughts on his experiences in the sport
education unit. He guessed that sport education was playing sport in teams and when
told what the whole sport education process and the differences from traditional
physical education classes were, said that it was better when students had to work in a
team. It was good because "people who everyone thought weren't so good went out
and tried their best and got some help from our team, made our team score points

through good passing and all that" (p. 15). Lionel explained that at the
beginning ofthe season he did "passing drills and stuff' (p. 14) and then "we started
games and before the games we had a wann up with our team" (p. 14).
Lionel perceived his skill levels, even at the end ofthe season, to be low. "lfl
gave myself a score out often it would be a four or five" (p. 13). He did, however,
believe that he improved over the season. His skills of passing, shooting and blocking
were perceived to be skills most improved. He also learned new rules for playing in
higher levels and not sub-juniors.
Lionel also perceived that the netball season improved his basketball skills.

"To be more quick is better and to watch out for the player you're defending at all
times and not just the player with the ball and staying on them and not just watching
and lots of things like ball skills and stuff" (p. 16). Passing drills and games, when the
umpires were good, were the activities that Lionel considered best for learning the

skills. When asked if he consciously tried to improve he said that he did, but "only
when I was told to" (p. 13}, by thinking about what he was doing more.
In the games Lionel played mainly wing defence (WD) and goal keeper (GK).
He avoided attacking positions because he didn't consider himself any good at them
and "if! was to go shooting I would let the team down" (p. 15). He also said that he
preferred guarding. After taking this class he said that he was not going to play netball.
again, but would play basketball instead.
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Key behaviours.
Table 13 outlines Lionel's experiences within the sport education cJass in

tenns of the key behaviours he exhibited and the time spent in each.
Table 13
Percentage Time in Key Behaviours for Li.oncl.

KEY
LESSON NUMBER
--------- - - - · -,-c- --4
BEHAVIOUR
1
2 3
5 6
Activitv
Kno~_e_

37

40
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7

1

0 1--0
0
1

7

in% in%
23- - 10 -40

13

10

21

r-cB___

16 ...
----·

7

20

s

30

22

18 6-33
6·- ------1--'--·18
14
··- .... ---- --- 10-30

39

rF"'--

41

N

0

56 ~6- 37
2
2
1

r-cT.

0

1

0

0

0-1
-~-

0

0

0

2

0 -10

_31__ --'-~
31 14

Transition
14 10
f-----'-----·Waiting
I!_ 16

Break

16_ 1---A

Mean Blll19l!

1
0
--10

--~-·-·-

----~····

8-58

---···-

0-7

=------

The key behaviour infonnation on Lionel, as seen in Table 13, reveals that
most of his time in class was spent Waiting (37%), with up to 58% in lessons six and
seven. Waiting time also includes time spent waiting within a game, so the position a

person plays is likely to impact on this figure. Lionel's team dominated all of the
games and as he was playing a defending role the high amount of Waiting time is

understandable.
Lionel spent 23% of his time in Activity, with levels highest during weeks one
and two (37% and 40% respectively). These lessons consisted mainly of Skill
development practices in which students perfonned discrete motor skills in small
groups. In the game lessons Lionel's Activity levels decreased tq 16%, 13%, 10% and
21%. Games were full sided with seven players per team and Lionel frequently moved
out of direct involvement in the Activity key behaviour. He would often sit out or not

become closely involved in Games.
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The Knowledge behaviour was I 8% over the season with lessons one and two

recording the highest levels of 33 and 31%. It was in these lessons that the teacher
took time to explain Rules and Techniques for netball so that students could progress
to games in future lessons without confusion. Beyond lesson two, Knowledge time

gradually decreased to 6% in lesson seven.
Lionel had low levels of Break, Off task and Management behaviours, with a
total of 4% over the season. The Management level for lesson three was 10% of
lesson time. It was in this lesson that the class had a relief teacher for sport education

and some students, including Lionel, took this opportunity to test the teacher through
misbehaviour. When his regular teacher was there, Lionel had I% of all lesson time
spent in Management.
Table 14 outlines specific activity sub-categories th'lt Lionel was engaged in

throughout the season and reveals that Lionel spent most of his Activity time in
Games, which made up nearly half(48%) of Activity engagement.
Table 14
Percentage Time In Activity Sub-categories by Lionel

ACTIVITY

LESSON
NUMBER
-·---· - - --

·~··~:-""'"'

SUB-CATEGORY 1

2

3

1t f-C.A
7
w

Warm up

51

8

Fitness

11

0

38
1---§kJII..P.racti_ce~ -·----

2

Scrimmaae

0

90

Game

0

0

4

7
A
r-----·
0
75

y

~

Mean _Range

- -- -------

in%

5

6

7

15

0

20

0

0

0

0
. - "'---

0

38

0

4

17

0-90

77 100 38

48

0" 100

- 8

in%

18 1--"···--0-51
3 _o- :tL
--

14 . - 0" 38

Game time was highest during weeks three, five and six, where games ranged
from 75 to JOO% of Activity time. Two games were played during these lessons, with

only one game (the grand final) being played in lesson seven. In lesson seven Lionel
took an exrended time to do the Wann up and complete Skill practices before the
game began.
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Games were not played in weeks one and two, with Activity time spent in
Warm ups and Skill practice in lesson one, and Scrimmage (90%) in lesson two. This
Scrimmage time for lesson two is significantly higher than in any other lesson. It was
in this lesson that the students were involved in mini-games organised by the teacher.
Table 15 shows the Knowledge sub-categories that Lionel spent time in over
the sport education season and highlights that time spent discussing Rules was the
dominant Knowledge sub-category. This siJb-category represented 55% of Knowledge
time over the season. with the highest levels shown in lessons two (97%) and three
(93%). before actual competition began. General knowledge was next highest at 31%.

occurring only in resson five, six and seven. All Knowledge time in Jesson seven ·.vas
spent in the General knowledge sub-category when the presentations and awards

occurred after the culminating event.
Table 15
Percentage Time in Knowledge Sub-categories by Lionel

LESSON NUMBER ----------· Mean Ra11ge
7
in% Qn%
2
3
4
5
6

KNOWLEDGE
--·
---------- ------

--·---~-------

SUB-CATEGORY 1
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~.-
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0 -. s .
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0

0
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1
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0

0

1
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0

0

0.

N ·--56

29

100
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0

0

0

T

0

0

25

0-7
1---'----31 0-100
----

4

0-25

Technique knowledge only occurred in lessons one (48%) and two (3%), with
Strategy discussions or involvement occurring only briefly (4%) in lesson one. After
these two lessons no time was allocated to these sub-categories, even though as games
began Lionel may have improved, through better knowicdge of Strategies and
Techniques associated with the skills of netball.
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Skill responses
Lionel was observed from the beginning to end of the season, but was absent
during lesson four. Results for Lionel can be seen in the tables below.
Table 16 shows the Activity sub-categories that Lionel was engaged in when each
skill response was made.
Table 16
Number and Percentaee Skill Responses Made in Activity Sub-categories by Lionel
t-=:-:. ACTIVITV
- ---- - - - ___________ L_ESSON NUMBER ____ iTOTA 1!. MEA~
SUB-CATEGORY
t
2
3
5
6
7
r
Wann up (No)
3
0
0
0
3
0
1.5
~ Successful -

66.5
100
100
66.5

X, Correct-

*'Trying 1!. ALLFltnessiNol

66%

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

31

24

8

17

0

34

114

so __

87
77.5
~.correct~Trying87
1!. ALL71
Scrimmaao {No)
0

100
96

75
75
87.5
75

4

0

100
88
100
88
12

82%
17

7.5

~
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100
100
100
0

0
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1!. Trying~ALLSkill practice (No

).{. Successful -

Successful -

~ ~orrect-

1!. Trying1!. ALLGameiNol

0

96
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*' Successful ~ ~orrect-

1!. TryingIJ(, ALL-

TOTAL
ATTEMPTS

XD<IT lesson

31

31

I

94

88
94
0

82.5
1

100
91.5
100
91.5
26

25

30

100
100
100
100
12

69
73
100
65.5

72
60
100
56

90
70
96.5
70

50
75
91.5
50

60%

34

54

30

47

227

97%

93

41

100

38

Table 16 reveals that a total of227 skill respon!..es were made over six lessons,
with an average of38 per lesson. Lessoir five had the highest number of responses
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with 54, with other games lessons (three and seven) recording the next highest
responses with 34 and 47 responses respectively.
Skill practices and Games were the sub-categories in which most skills were
attempted with 114 and 93 responses being recorded over the six lessons. Skill
practices would have given Lionel more of a chance to respond because this subcategory was performed in discrete situations, with no pressure placed on the
performer. It was during pressure situations. such as Games, that Lionel tended to shy
away from making skill responses.

Success levels for Lionel(% ALL) were higher in Skill practices (82%) and
Sc1immages (97%) than in Games (60%). This shows a significant drop in the number
of successful responses when he was placed in a game. His level for ttying during
Games was still very high (98%) over the season even though he was not achieving as
much success as in Skill practices or Scrimmages.

Table 17 reveals the types of skills performed throughout the netball season,
with the levels of success, correct technique and trying to perform properly shown.
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Table 17
Types of Skill Responses Made by Lionel

-----·-SKILL
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Table 17 identifies that most of the skills attempted were receiving (86) and

passing (10 1). These skills were evenly distributed among the six lessons, with Jesson
five recording the highest numbers for both skills ( 19 and 25 respectively).
A total of6 s!<i!J responses were devoted io attacking and shooting with only 2
of these being deemed as completely correct (shown as% ALL on Table 17).
Defending was at a higher Jevcl with 34 responses, which is a reflection of the

positions played during competition (mostly WD). Only 42% were recorded as
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completely correct (ie.% ALL) even though Lionel did try hard to perform the skills,
for the benefit of his team, on most occasions. There were only 9 occasions that he
did not try to do his best, so for 95% of skills attempted, he was trying to perfonn the

skill to the best of his ability. In pressure situations, :mch as Games, the reoult of the
performance becomes far more important than how the skill was performed, which
reflects the high levels oftrying, but lower levels of correctness (88% and 77%
respectively). Although Lionel did not always show high levels of success and
correctness, the number of responses recorded as trying was outstanding at 95%.
Louise
Louise was a 13 year old female with prior netball experience playing on
Saturday mornings in year seven. She stopped playing netball in J993. at the end of

primary school. At the time she was interviewed Louise did not play any sport in her

own time. In the sport education class her only role was a player. Last tenn she was a
captain for a soccer team and was not pennitted to have a role for netball as others
needed to be given a chance. She indicated that she would have liked to have been a
captain again. She was observed as a low ability subject in lessons four to seven and
participated in every game. A variety of positions were played including goal shooter
(GS), centre (C), wing attack (WA) and goal keeper (GK).
&rceptions- Louise
Louise was interviewed after class on the last day of term. After being told
what sport education and physical education were, she said that she preferred sport
education because you have to "work yourself" (p. 8) and "do different jobs" (p. 8)
and "we walked as a team" (p. 10). At the beginning of the season Louise performed
skills with the teacher (even though Harry, who was in the same class at the start,
claimed that they played games in a mini-competition and did no drills at all). and
then did little games after the skill practices.
Louise claimed that she already :mow all of the skills, but "could probably get
better" (p. 9). She considered her skill levels to be "alright" (p. 8) and that she
improved, but that "probably just playing it again" (p. 9) was the reason she improved.
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She mainly played attacking positions and said that she didn't do much defence
because she had "played them before" (p. II). Louise did try to get better by running
harder in the games. She was the only subject to comment that netball might be
played as a sport after school time. but she was not definite and said "I might because
I'm interested in doing netball" (p. 10).
Key behaviours
The key behaviours that Lfluise was involved in can be seen in Table 18.
Table 18
Percentage Time in Key Behaviours for Louise
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Table 18 shows that Louise spent nearly half of her time in class Waiting

(49%). Almost a quarter of her time was spent in Transition (23%), with the highest
level being 31% in lesson five. An average of 12% was spent in Activity, occurring in
lessons five, six and seven, with no Activity time in lesson tbur. A total of 15 % was
spent in the Knowledge key behaviour, occurring mostly in lesson four (33%). In this
lesson team selections and teacher explanations of competition procedures took place.
Only 1% of the time was recorded as Off task behaviour over the entire season, with
no Management time observed.
Exactly how Louise spent her time in Activity can be neen in Table 19. which
breaks the key behaviour into sub-categories.
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Table 19

Percentar;e Time in Activity Sub:eategories by Louise

ACTIVITY
------------SUB-CATEGORY
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T-f. . T ... .. --11234567
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0
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0

0
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---------
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Table 19 indicates that Louise spent most of her time in Games (74%). Game
time was recorded in lessons five, six and seven. with no Activity at all in lesson four.
Louise was not recorded at the beginning of the season. Skill practice and Scrimmage
time came to 4% and 7% respectively out of total Activity time. These key behaviours
were mainly observed as team Warm ups befvre Games began. Her team engaged in
mini-games and Skill practices relaied to the positions they were going to play in the
competition. For example, as a shooter, Louise perfonned practice shots before a
game, while other team members were engaged in passing and defending driiJs.
Warm ups only occurred in lessons 5 and 7. taking up an average of 15% of Activity
time, with no Fitness behaviours recorded at all.
The knowledge sub-categories, shown in Table 20, outline how Louise spent
her Knowledge time throughout the season.
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Table 20
Percentage Tjme in
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The majority of Knowledge behaviour was recorded as General knowledge,
with all of Knowledge time in lesson seven devoted to this sub-category. Discussion
of Rules was the next most common sub-category that Louise was engaged in, at
21%. This mainly occurred in lesson six (71% of all knowledge time in this lesson).
The Cognitive sub-category primarily occurred in Jesson four(45%), when Louise

was placed in a team and was involved in making decisions with her team. No time
was spent discussing or being told about Techniques, Strategies or Social behaviours
over the entire season.
Skill responses
Louise was only recorded on video tape in lessons four to seven, with lesson
four being team selections, when no Activity time was recorded. Table 2 t shows the
Activity sub--categories in which Louise spent her time within the netball unit,
outlining how many skill responses were made in each.
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Table 21
Number and Percentage SkiU Responses Made in Activity Sub-categories by Louise

NUMBER
_At;.TIYITY __ ------- ·-· LESSON
---- --SUB-CATEGORY
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I
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'
0
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The skill responses for Louise, sho~.-r: in. Table 21 above, reveal that she
performed a total of 184 responses over four lessons, with a mean of 46 per lesson.
The maximwn in any one lesson was 81 responses in lesson 6. Most of the responses
occurred in Games (132), with the remaining 52 shared in Skill practices (42) and
Scrimmages (10). Not one attempt was made in lesson four, or in the Warm up or
Fitness sub-categories over the whole season.
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Levels of complete correctness for skills ranged from 67% in Games to 75%
in Skill practices. suggesting that being placed in a pressured situation had an impact

on skill perfonr.ance. Table 22 outlines the types of skills that Louise perfonned.
Table22
Types of Skill Responses Made by Louise
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-------
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The skill responses made by Louise, as shown in Table 22. reveal that passing
was the most commonly occurring skill with 88 attempts, in which 71% were

perfonned with all components correct (ie.% ALL). Nearly half of these attempts
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occurred in Jesson six, with 40 attempts. Attacking was the most succe'"ful skill with
1000/o correct. Only two attemp!s, however, were made over the season. Receiving

was recorded at 70 attempts, with 81% being completely correct.
Shooting w.>S attempted 18 times, but only two of these attempts were
recorded as completely correct(% ALL). Although Louise did oot achieve very high
levels of complete success, it was not through lack of trying. There were only two
occasions out of 184 skill responses that she was recorded as not trying.
Combined data on all four subjects
A combined description of results helps to compare and contrast subject

behaviour throughout the season so that comments could be made on the subjects as a
whole. The subjects are described in detail as a group within the sub-headings of
perceptions, key behaviours and skill respon> ca.

Perceptions
The interviews were analysed using a case analysis procedure (Patton, 1990),
where each interview was transcribed from beginning to end. Cross subject analysis
within each case was completed to enable responses to be compared from the four
interviews. Themes that emerged from the interviews can be seen below.
~

All interviewees enjoyed playing the games and said that it was the best part
of physical education and sport education, "better than doing stuff like gym" (Helen,
p. I). Reasons provided included the fact that when playing games they had to do
warm ups and drills before the games began so they had more variety anyway. "When

we play games we get to do warm ups as well" (Helen, p. 2). The games also helped
them to learn how to be part of a team and all said that they liked the teamwork that
their team had established. "People who everyone thought weren't so good went out

and tried their best and got some help from our team, made our team score points
through good passing and stuff' (Lionel, p. 16).
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2. Skill Develapment (first 3-4 weeks)
The students understood what the first part of the season was for but
nevertheless thought that they knew the skills well enough to play games from the
start. "The people who hadn't played netball outside of school didn't know what to do
so we started off and she (the teacher) kind of taught us from the beginning again. It

was boring but I didn't really care" (Helen, p. 3). All subjects said. that they tried to
improve whatever skills they had and to learn -nthers. such as teamwork and
captaining a team. Louise believed that she did improve her skills, because she was
"just playing it again" (p. 9), rather than learning how to perfonn them. The high

ability subjects (Helen and Hany) both thought that they stayed the same because they
were already really good and did not need to improve. They were quite "bored"
(Helen, p. 3) with this part of the season as they were 'compliant beginners', but were
happy to Jet the whole class start from the beginning to be with their friends. Most

drills were done by the teacher directing activities. which were mainly attacking drills
with little defensive content covered.
3. Getting a Tum jo Games

All subjects were happy with the positions that they played throughout the
season (see Table 23 below). They were content because their team was winning and

to play a position that they were not very good at would have let the team down. "I
would have liked to have played (shooter), but I know I'm not a very good shooter and
even ifl was to go shooting I would let the team down, but I prefer guarding" (Lionel,
p. !5).

The team captain (Heleo1) allowed players to play where they wanted and
thought that it was a bit unfair that some low skilled team members did not get much
variety. "I don't think that the wing attack did (get a fair go) because he just went the
same position all the time, but I put them in positions that they said they wanted to

go" (Helen, p. 3).
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Table 23
Positions Played by Subjects Durin& Games

SUBJECT

POSITIONS PLAYED

Helen

C, GA, GO, GS

Harry

GA, GS, C, GJ?, GK

Lionel
Louise

WD, GK,

GD,_\1\/t\~

GSCWAGK

Table 23 shows that the high skilled subjects (Helen and Harry) played the
more dominant posir:ons on court. The positions are ordered from most frequently
played to least played. Helen and Harry spent most of their time playing GA, C and
GS. There were not many circumstances during the games when one of them was not

in the play. Harry did mention that he did "play different positions in different ways"
(p. 6) and he did not want to play quieter positions (scch as WA or WD) "because
they are boring and !like sports where you do lots yourself' (p. 6). Lionel, however,
did not mi"d playing such positions because he didn't have to do very much and there
would be less opportunity to "let the team down" (p. 15).
By playing a wider variety of positions, which also happened to be dominant
court positions, the high ::tbility subjects were given more opportunities to utilise more

skills during the games as they played different positions in different ways. The low
ability subjects tended to spend less time on court and played in positions which

allowed limited use of skills and involvement in games. For example, Lionel spent
almost every game playing either wing defence or goal keeper. His opportunities to

make certain skiJJ responses, such as attacking or shooting, were limited because he
mainly played in defensive positions. His chances of acquiring all of the skills
associated with netball were therefore hindered because ofthe limited nature of
positions he played. He thought his skill levels were fine, "could do with a bit of
improvement" (Lionel, p, 15), but it did not matter that much.
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4. Playing Netball as a Sport
All subjects had played netball before taking this class and knew the rules and
basic skills of the game. Three of the four subjects were certain that they would not
play netball again after this class apart from in school physical education. Louise said

she would consider it, but not in the near future. The three who were not interested in
netball all thought basketball was a better game. "!gave it up (netball) to play
basketball and lthi nk basketball's better than netball because you get to move around
a lot and you can dribble and it's more of a contact sport and you don't have to be too

far away and I've got a scholarship at Willeton and l play SBL (state basketball
league)" (Helen, p. 3).
Helen and Hany were both involved in basketball outside of school with one
at .m elite level. Lionel and Louise were currently not involved in any sport outside of
school and did not intend to join any community based sport in the near future.

5, Thoughts on Physical Education and Sport Edu!dllilm.
All four subjects liked physical education as a school subject particularly
when compared to other subjects. They enjoyed the social aspect of physical
education. The notion of "playing in a team" (Helen, p. I) was another advantage that
they thought physical education had over other subjects. 11 It makes you feel good,

keeps you fit" (Louise, p. 8).
When each subject was asked about their thoughts on sport education and

physical education none knew what the difference between sport education and
physical education was. Lionel had a good guess for sport education as "playing in
teams" (p. 12), but in the end they all had to be told what differences existed. After a

brief explanation outlining sport education as a season of a sport in which the students
are put into even teams which they remain in for the whole term, working as players
and other roles, the subjects had a better idea of the differences to traditional physical

education classes. When familiar with the concept of sport education, all preferred it
to general physical education because of the increased game time dwing tournaments

and working in the same team for the entire season. This continuity allowed them to
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work on improving their team as a whole through developing team set plays and
strategie" for game play. The teamwork that they shO\wd during the games was an
example of how they used this continuity to make the most of their team in different
situations; against opposition teams.
Key behavlours

The key behaviours that each subject was engaged in are shown in tables 24,

25 and 26. Table 24 outlines percentage time spent by the four subjects in each key
behaviour. Skill levels of each subject are indicated.
Table 24
Percenta'W Time in Key Behaviours by All Four Subjects

----,-----SUBJECT
-- -r -----

KEY
1--------BEHAVIOUR Helen

24

Activity

Harry

Transition
---Waiting

20_~

Off task

ManaQement

12_

23
18

I

23
------·

18

----~-

35

40

37
------

1

1

2

-

0

0

Mean
- ---- --- _Range

·-·---"

in%

in%

20

12-24

16

18
16-20
-·------------

23

18-23
21
------------------

------1-----'---

--·

Break
r--~~----

Lionel Louise

20 -

16
20 1------~nowle(jg~-- -----

----

·--~-

40
c---1L ----1

1

0
0
0
0
-------------~--- ---------0
2
0
0

35-48

---~-

1-2-0

------~

0-2

Table 24 reveals that all four subjects spent most oftheir time Waiting, with a
mean of 40%. Louise spent nearly half of her time in Waiting (48%). The four
subjects recorded similar levels for the Knowledge key behaviour. with time ranging
from 16%. 20%, with a mean of 18%.
Mean Activity time was 20%, with Louise recording a significantly lower
level (12%) than the other three subjects. Harry and Louise were recorded in Activity
in lessons five, six and seven only. Helen and Lionel were recorded from the
beginning of the season, during Skill development lessons. It was in these first three
weeks of term that Lionel recorded his highest Activity levels, with time dropping off
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in lessons five, six and seven (see Table 13). The percentage of Activity time
recorded may not be an accurate indication of how Harry spent his time in the first

three weeks oftenn. as he was not observed. Comparisons across other subjects
cannot be made and this shows is a limitation of the study.
Off task behaviour did not occur, while the Management key behaviour was

only recorded for Lionel (2%) over the entire season.
Table 25 reveals how the subjects spent their Activity time and clearly shows
that all four subjects spent the greatest amount of activity time active in Games, with

a mean of 47% oftotal Activity time.
Table 25
Percentat:e Tjme in Activity Sub-catecorieS by All Four Subjects

ACTIVITY
-. - - - - - ------------SUB-CATEGORY Helen

--·

I

-- SUBJECT
.. - ----- ------Harrv Lionel Louise

....•

Mean

,~

Range

in%
in %
21
10 -··---------22
17
18
____'11/S.f!!liJJl__ -·--"·'---10 -22
----- -- -···-- --- -- --· ---··--------------Fitness
0
4
0
4
2
0 -4
--------- ---------------------··------ ----- --------------------17
30
17
0
16
0 -30
__ SkiiiQractig~--- -------- - - - - ---··--· -------·-- ·----------Scrimmage
25
10· - - -------26 ··--------8
17 .. --------8-26
47
Game
33
50
31
75
31 -75
...

Helen and Lionel recorded lower Game percentage levels (33% and 31%
respectively). These two subjects were recorded in lessons one, two and three, when
Skill developments were the focus and minimal Game time was recorded. Harry and

Louise were not recorded for the Skill development phase of the unit, with data only
available for these two su~jects in lessons four to seven. These lessons had Games as

a focus for Activity, which helps to explain their higher results for Game time (50%
and 75% respectively). Louise did not participate in many Skill practices or
Scrimmages with her team, y·'1ich accounted for her Game being time so high (75%),

Scrimmages at only 8% and no Skill practice time recorded.
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Analysis ofthe Activity sub-categories reveal the same pattern of Activity
levels for the subjects who were in the same class before the t\vo classes were
combined. Helen and Lionel were in the same class and recorded similar results. For

example, the Fitness sub-category was only recorded for Helen and Lionel, with both
at a level of 4% oftotal activity time. Harry and Louise recorded no Fitness
behaviour.
Table 26 outlines how this Knowledge time was categorised for each subject.

Table 26
J>ercenta~

Time in Knowledge Sub-categories By All Four Subjects

.
----KNOWLEDGE

-------

-- ----

SUB-CATEGORY Helen
Ruies
Technique
Strate_gy

Hanv

1

Lionel Louise

Mean

Range

in%

in%

34
13-61
50 -·---·13 ------·--61
13 --------·------------ --10_ 0
17 ----"--·
0
7
0 -17
- · · - - · - -------0
0
0
0
--- -0- · - - -0- - -----

Social behaviour
5
···------ ---··-··-General
20
CO!lnitive

SUBJECT
..

15

~------·

0
56
31

- -0- · -

17
5

0
56
31

1

0-5 ..
----···---- ---·-

__37,_ --··---·17-56
21

5-31

The Knowledge key behaviour had a mean of t 8% of total lesson time. Most of

Knowledge time, as shown in Table 26, is made up of General knowledge (37%),
Rules (34%) and Cognitive behaviour (21 %). Lionel had a high amount of Rule time,
perhaps reflecting that he was fairly inexperienced at netball and was punished by
umpires during games. He also received individual attention on the rules of the game
by the teachor during lesson 2 (see Table 13). Cognitive behaviour primarily took
place during lesson 4, when teams had to think up names and designate roles within
their tl.!ams. Lionel was absent for lesson 4, whk:h in part explains why his Cognitive
level was sign!ficantly lower than the other subjects.

Helen and Lionel were the only subjects to engage in any knowledge of
Techniques, which occurred during the Skill development weeks of the season. Harry
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and Louise may have receiv\.d infOrmation on Technique during Skil1 development,
but ·they were not observe'<! during these lessons so this information is not available.
Pattems emerged again between the subjects that were in the same class tbr the first

!hree weeks oftenn. For example, Harry and Louise recorded the same Knowledge
time i11 all sub-categories they were engaged in ( 13% for-Rules, 56% for General and
31% for Cognitive). Helen ond Lionel had similar recordings for most >ub-categories,
but they were not at exactly the same levels. No subject received any Knowledge on
Strategies associated with netball.

Skili responses
The overall skill responses made by each Sl!bject are shown in Tables 27 and

28. The total number of skills performed by each subje..ct can be seen belo·.v, in Table
27. These skill responses are sho\vn in terms of the activity sub-category each subject
was engaged in when they made skiH respouses. For example, Helen made t 8
responses in the wann up sub~category over the entire season. Percentages of
successful attempts, correctly performed attempts and attempts in which the subjects
were tr:ving are revealed to give a dear imHcation of the nature of each skill attempt.
The ov.._ 1ll percentage of attempts in which all three categories occurred together (ie.
sl!ccessful, correct and trying) can be seen undernea!h the individual percentages and
a percentage mean for the season shown in bold ~n the column second from tbe right.
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Table 27
Percentage and Number of Skill Attempts in Activity Sub-categories By all Four
Subjects

r-

--~.(;JIVITY

...
SUB-CATEGORY
Wannup I No)

~ Successful -

Helon

18
94.5
94.5
100
94.5
0

Skill orattice fNol

){, Successful -

CorrectVo Trying~ALL-

Fitness (No)

SUBJECT
TOTAL
. ---- - % h'IEAN
-- ------ -- . ------·-- --- ---Hany
Lionel
Louise
0
3
.~1
0
1

---------

0

66.5
100
100
66.5
0

309

178

89.5
96.5
96
86.5
39

69.5
84
92.5
63
36

92

b2.5
90.5
100
74
380

0

80.5%
0

0

114

42

0%
643

a1

91
85
93

82
82
98
75
10

*' Successful ~

Correct-

:.n Trying~ALL-

Vo CorrectVo Trying~ALL-

Scrimmaoe (No)

Vo Successful -

Vo Correct~Trying~ALL-

GameiNo)
~Successful-

Vo Correct~Trying-

Vo ALLTOTAL ATTEMPTS

84.5
93.5
78.5
358

82.5

17

100

6

56

83
79
87.5
70.5
132

80%
963

74
74
100
67.5
\84

1729

46

84.5
98
81
594

7U
69.5
97
60.5
227

103

140

38

Xattempts per
subioct

102

97
100
97
93

79
91
97
77.5
724

9:1.5

76%

72%

100

I

The number of skill responses made by each subject ranged from 184 to 724
responses. The two high skilled subjects (Hden and Harr;•) had mean responses of
103 and 148 respectively compared with

m~..~an

responses of38 and 46 respectively for

the low ability subjects (Lionel and Louise). Most skill responses were made in the
Games sub-category with an avemge of 56% c.fresponses occurring over the season.

Helen, Harry and Louise perfonned the majority of their skill attempts in the Game
sub-category, with all three having Skill pmctices as their next most frequent sub-
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category. In Skill practices Lionel performed most of his skill attempts (50%). Games
were next most frequent at 41%. Scrimntagts (6%) and Warm ups (I%) made up the
remaining skiii responses, with no responses being recorded in the Fitness sub-

category.
Warm ups and Scrimmages revealed higher levels of complete correctness
with 80.5% and 80% respectively. These levels were lower for Skill practices and

Games, which were 76% and 72% respectively. The types of skills that were
performed can be seen in Table 28.

Table 28
~Skill

Responses By All Four Subjects

.
---------

SKILL
Recelvln~-iNo
YO SuccessfulIU CorrectM> Trying-

l\ ALLPassino INol

:.U Successful YO Correct).{:.Tryingl\ ALL-

ShootinQ-INo
YO Successful Yo CorrectYo Trying -

Yo ALLAttackloa /No
~ Successful
o Correct-

-

1!0 Tryingll ALL-

Defendinn INo
lob Succe$sfut ).{,Correct%Tryingl\ ALLTOTAL
ATIEMPTS
ii: .attempts par
-oull~ect

-

----,--

SUBJECT . .. .. -- -- ---- ·-- ..
Harrv
Lionel
Louise
254
85
70

Holen
307

92
95
96.5
89

TOTAL %MEAN

717

41.5

296

95
96
99.5
92.5
138

88.5
93
95
87.5
101

89
84
97.5
80.5
88

623

36

88.5
93
95.5
85
64

92
90
99.5
84
172

93
80.5
96
77
3

83
78.5
98.5
71.5
18

79%
257

15

32.5
93.5
91.5
32.5
15

50.5
79
69
43.5
2

25
50
100
0
3

100
9
2

21%
22

1

77.5
89.5
93.5
77.5
42

50
100
100
50
28

50
50
100
50
34

100
100
100
100

69%

6

110

77
85
100
72

70.5
77
100
71.5

59.5
45
97.5
42

61
61
89
61

62%

724

594

227

184

1729

103

148

38

46

I

87DJt,

·-

9
32.5

6.5

100

88

Table 28 reveals that most of the skill responses were receiving with 41.5% of
total skill responses. Passing comprised 36% and shooting 15% of responses. Helen
and Harry had very high levels for receiving and passing with Helen receiving the ball
307 times and passing 296 times and Harry receiving the ball 254 times and passing
138 times. Harry shot the ball more often than passing with 172 responses being shots
at goal.
Considering netball is a game of passing up and down a court in order to score
goals. it is not surprising to see these skills at the highest levels. Receiving the ball
typically must be done in order to pass or shoot, explaining why receiving is the most

commonly occurring skill response. Lionel and Louise, however, passed the ball more
often than receiving it, with I0 I and 88 passes made over the season. This was due
mainly to the positions that were played during games. For example, by playing

defence Lionel was given more opportunities to take free passes for other players in
his team. meaning he did not actually receive the ball befOre passing it off. On
numerous occasions Lionel took free passes for the other players, who were playing
attacking positions. so that they could move down further into attack while their
opponent was out of play. This explains why the number of passing skill responses
attempted by Lionel was particularly high in comparison to the other skills that were
performed. Also, playing defence for majority of Games and during Scrimmages
accounted for lower levels of shooting and attacking responses for Linne!.
Louise took a large number of sideline and baseline throw-ins during brames
which did not require her to receive the ball, accounti"g for her higher levels of
pass mg.
Harry made a sigoifioantly higher number of shooting skill responses than the
other three subject with a total of 172 attempts made over the three lessons. From
these 172 attempts over 50% were successful and 43.5% of these were performed
wmpletely correctly. Hany was frequently the shooter and in only three or four
occasions in fourteen halves ofnetbaH he played in 3 non-shooting position. Louise
on the other hand played shooter for only one halfthroughout the entire season.
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Overall percentages for trying were high. All subjects were judged to be trying
most of the time with a range from 89% to 100%. This suggests that students were
motivated throughout the season.
Summary
This chapter presented a thorough description of the study's findings for
individual subject-; and the four subjects combined. Chapter six now builds on these
findings and compares them with other studies relating to sport education and
secondary schooJ physical education in Australia.
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSiON OF RESULTS
Discu.\~ion

of the findings was undertaken in relation to three categories

previously outlined in chapter five. The three categories (perceptions, key behaviours

and skill responses) provide a structure for the discussion ofthe data with reference to
results from other studies referred to in the literature review in chapter two.
Perceptions

The findings from interview data were combined for all subjects and the
discussion relates to the themes that emerged. Themes are used to relate the findings

to literature on student thoughts of physical education, sport education and their skill
levels.
Thoughts of physical education and sport education

All subjects liked physical education as a school subject because it "makes
you feel good, keeps you fit" (Louise, p. 8). This claim supports Grant, who reported
in 1992 that "students do have positive attitudes towards physical education" (p. 310).
The social aspect, of getting outside with their friends, was another part of physical
education that the students liked. Tinning and Fitzclarence ( 1992), in a study on
student perceptions of traditional physical education in Australian schools, Indicated

that physical education was seen to be boring and irrelevant for many adolescents and
that students generally want more enterte.inment from their physical education class.
The sport education class studied did not support these Tinning and FitzcJarence
claims.

When tach subject was given an explanation of physical education, sport
education and the characteristics of both programs, they aH had a preference for
netball via sport education, rather than netball as part of a traditional physical
education program. Tmditional physical education was considered not as g-..AJd as
sport education as the students felt that in the sport education program they had a real
purpose and they worked towards a shared goal as a team. "It's (sport education)
pretty good because you get to work yourself and do different jobs" (Louise, p. 8).
Traditional physical education was seen as particularly boring for the high skilled
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students who indicated that they had to cooperate while perf01ming tasks and drills
that they had already mastered. Tills reflection supports the Tinning and Fitzclarence

findings (1992). It appear,; that these high skilled stucents take the role of'compliant
beginners' in traditional physical education, with no access or encouragement to
exceed in any way beyond good performance ofthe skills. Sport education "is better

than doing gym and stuff' (Helen, p. I) because these students get opportunities to
become involved in coaching and captaining teams in order to "se their high skill
levels to help others improve.
The two high skilled subjects iu this study did, however, mention "boredom"
(Helen, p. 2) with the first part of the sport education season because of repetition of
basic drills, which they had learnt before ?.nd were already familiar with. However,
they indicated ti1at it was not a major problem because they were able to spend time

with their friends and also helped them in a more social environment than in the
classroom. The importance ofthe social aspect (eg.

w~rking

cooperatively with

others) inherent in ::;port education was evident.

The low ability students also had a preference for the sport education
environment over traditional physical education. Previous involvement in traditional
physical education for low ability students has shown that low skilled players are

"often treated differently to other,;- by teacher,; and peen;" (Carlson, 1995, p. 6). Both
Jow abiiity students were comfortable in the sport education class and liked their

team. The high ability students were able to spend time with their kss able teammates
and worked to improve the lower skiJied players' skilJs and tactics in game situations.

Lionel "got some help from our team" (p.l5) which helped him improve his game and
feel like he was an important member of his team.
The team cohesion that was developed appeared to come from playing in the
same team for the whole season and also appeared to bridge the gap between the high
and low ability students dwing the competition. The "competition is good" (Hany, p.
4) which made everyone seem more motivated than in a traditional physical education
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class. Reasons may include the p3rticipants having a purpose to attend every lesson,
join in and also to look forward to future lessons/games.

Recent findings (Carlson, 1995; Grant, 1992; SPAR C. 1995; SPARC, 1994)
support the notion that the students preferred sport education to traditional multiactivity physical education and that "it was something more and better than just doing
physical education" (Student survey, SPARC, 1995 p. 126). Carlson (1995) reported
that 23 out of24 participants in a sport education prot,'l1lrn actually preferred sport
education to the regular physical education class. One child interviewed after taking
part in the Sport Education II trials summed up the advantages of sport education by
stating that it (sport education)...
... is better than normal PE because the teacher is not telJing you
what to do. You weren't under any pressure which made you
want to try your best. You learnt how to cooperate with other

team members and it was really good all sharing the
responsibility with each other
(year 10 stud<mt, SPARC, 1995, p. 4).
The positive cornments made by students in this and other studies experienciv.g the
sport education program supports the continued development of the model fot
physical education in Australian schools.
There is growing evidence to suggest that students generally do prefer sport
education to traditional models. Students actually see a purpose and relevance of the
physical education class and develop cooperation, teamwork and leadership skills

(Carlson, 1995; SPARC, 1995) whic~ """benefit them within their school
enviromnent and possibly beyond school . It appears that some students ill physical
education are now beginning to look forward to thoir physical education lessons and
bring along to the class a motivation and desire to do well which other research has
indicated has previously been lacking (Tinning & Fitzclarence, 1992). Sport
education has highlighted that "student centred teaching may deliver superior
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outcomes to those traditionally only pursued through more direct, teacher controlled
pedagogies" (Alexander et al., 1995, p. 30).
Playing in teams
Results from research on sport education (Alexander et al., 1995; Carlson,
1995; Grant, 1992; SPARC, 1995; SPARC, 1994) have indicated that playing in the
same team for an entire sport education season has positive implications for the team
members. "The first but most notable achievement for many students was being a
valued member of a team" (G:'allt, 1992, p. 313).
In this study the students established a strong team identity with eve;yone
cooperating and helping each other out whenever they could. Carlson ( 1995) found
with her study of low ability participants that as the season progressed the high skilled
players did whatever they could to help their lower skilled teammates. They (the high
skilled players) realised that for their team to win they needed all players to contribute
to the games. The fact that the team studied were the competition winners may have
had an impact on the team cohesio" that developed throughout the season. They did
not lose a game and get angry which was demonstrated by teams that lost to them on
numerous occasions. The competition improved the teamwork of the players as the
thought of being the overall winners motivated everyone to try harder not just for
themselves, but for their team as well. When games were close, the team actually
worked together, with the high skilled subjects encouraging their lower skilled
teammates even more. Coakley (!994) suggest that alternatives to highly competitive
sports have many advanta&,J-Cs for the socialisation of participants. This program
appears to show that competition in moderation can have positive effects for
participants, especially in team games, where cooperation with teammates becomes
more important than dominating others. The sport education program does. however,
have the potential to become too competitive for students, but if monitored by the
teacher the competition can be used positively and to de-emphasise the importance of
winning as being everything and promoting participation and enjoyment as relevant
outcomes of sport also.
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The video data reve•led that peer support was given to the low skilled players,
who worked with the high skilled players on improving their skills. This increased
their confidence and gave them a willingness to try and improve. Lionel, a low skilled
male participant, received J.leer support from his teammates, but he did not develop
the confidence to try and play attacking or shooting positions in the games. He was
worried about "letting the team down 11 (p. 15), which was more important to him than
learning how to play every position on a netball court. He did not mind playing

defensive positions and t!lought his team was supporting him, but he just didn't want
to stand out and be noticed if he made a mistake. The notion of winning became more
important than giving it a go, wh;ch can be a potential problem with the sport

education model. Low skilled players may become marginalised as team members if
two or three high skilled players dominate the games.
All four subjects liked the cohesion that their team had developed and were
glad to not only have the same team tbr the entire season, but also to be playing in a
team with people with whom they would probably not normally play and also to be
winning every game. Playing in a team with others was mentioned as one ofthe best
characteristics of the sport education season. This was also mentioned

fav~urnbly

in

interviews with teachers and students in the sport education I and II trials (SPARC,
1995; SPARC, 1994). Sport education has enabled students to become more mature
towards others in their class, assisting people that may not be as skilful as them,
learning from peers who may be much more ta)f';nted than themselves and also
cooperating with class members who may not h've been friends before the class
began.
These observations have implications for promoting social development
within physical education. Students are not only learning how to solve problems and
cooperate within a team, but also developing the maturity to do these things with
people different from themselves. These positive outcomes resulting from the sport
education program provide messages to teachers of all subject areas. By shifting the
resJXmsibility to the students they have actually welcomed it and developed a maturity
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and motivation towards the class that has exceeded teacher exp.:lctations. Teachers are

beginning to "favour programme models (such as sport education) t~Jat are able to
effectively pursue the social and emotional development of children without
compromising the development of their motor skill•" (Alexander et al., 1995, p. 24).

Sport education has the potential to provide meaningful assessment of social skill
outcomes. The result'> from this study continue to support this trend.
~

As Grant (1992), Siedentop et al. (1986) an~ :,pARC, 1995 suggest, sport
education can increase participation and involvement through modified small sided
games. Results from this study on time in activity reveal that activity levels were
actually lower than shown in studies on activity time in traditional physical education
classe< (Metzler, 1979). However the netball tournament was not modified through
sma1Jer te£:m sizes. The teachers decided to keep the competition games unmodified.
Students played two ten minute halves of fuH sided games, which resu!ted in two
gam<.~s

per Jesson. With seven players per side on a full size court and goals at the

recommended height for senior games, 3.05 metres, crucial modifications that could
make ·,the game more appropriate were not attempted. The fact that the
games were not modified helps to explain why waiting was the dominant key
behaviour. A!! four subjects engaged in activity levels that were not particularly high
and similar to activity levels reported in traditional physical education classes. By
modifYing games, through decreasing playing areas and number of players per team,
students are likeiy to become more involved as there are fewer people sharing or
competing for the ball in a smaller area. This would have a positive effect on activity
levels while decreasing waiting time. By choosing not to implement this characteristic
of sport education, the teachers inevitably created an environment which did not
maximise participation.
The increased game time, however, was appreciated by all the subjects, which
coincides with other s!udent surveys which mentioned that the players "thrived on the
competiti'!ln11 (SPARC, 1995, p. 93). One noticeable factor that was app!U"ent inl~e
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games was that the high skilled participants tended to play in the more dominant
positions on court (such as GA, C or GD), with the less dominant positions (WA, WD

or GK) taken up by the lower skilled team members. When the subjects were asked
about the positions they played, their answers varied according to their skill levels.
Harry (a high skilled player) mentioned that he was a more experienced player and
got bored playing in the quieter positions so he didn't want to play there. Lionel (a low
skilled player) stated that playing in a more dominant position, such as shooter, would
give him more risk of making a mistake and letting the team down, which he did not

want to do. Helen (a high skilled player and also the captain for the team) was
responsible for selecting positions played by the team members. She did mention that

it was unfair that certain players got to play the quieter positions all of the time, but ''I
put them in positions that they said they wanted to go" (subject one, p. 3).
Even though the games provided opportunities for teamwork, there still
seemed to be a disjunction between the high and low skilled players' involvement in
the game. Nearly every game saw students playing in these positions according to
their skill level (ie high skilled in dominant positions and lower skilled in quiet
positions). If the season had continued over a few more weeks or the teacher had

modified the games to ensure everyone played every position on the court, peer
support may have been increased to allow the lower skilled players to try these harder
positions and become more confident and valued members of their teams.
Improving their skills

When asked during the inteJViews whether the subjects perceived their netball
skills to be better as a result oftak;ng the sport education class, answers varied
according to the skill level ofthe subjects. The high skilled subjects both believed
that their netball skills did not really get better over the season and that they just
"sL1yed the same" (Helen, p. 3). They claimed that all they really did wa• adjust their
basketball skills to piaying netball by concentrating on the different rules, such as
stepping and obstruction. Both high skilled players thought that they already could
perform all of the skills associated with netball at a high level and did not need to get
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much better. They did mention that other skills, not just netball skills, were enhanced
through the sport education program. Teamwork was highlighted "where the worst
player has to be as good as the best player" (Harry, p. 7), in order for the team to do

well. Both high ability subjects offered encouragement and showed positive attitudes
towards their teammates who were obviously not as good as themselves.
The peer encouragement given to the lower skilled participunts impacted on
those players in a positive way. Both lower skilled subjects believed that they did
improve over the netball season. "Yeah (I thought I improved)" (Louise, p. 8). Carlson
(1995} studied low skilled participants involvement in a season of sport education and

found similar resuiL'i. The low skilled players received peer support, appeared :o gain
confidence and a desire to get better and in tum they actually showed improvements
over the season. Alexander et al. (1995) also reported that sport education "has
improved outcomes for many lower skilled students and has generally produced
positive results for aspects of students' social development" (p. 23). If activity levels
were higher even greater improvements may have occurred.
With the high skilled subjects helping their less skilled team members both
lower skilled subjects believed that they improved and made .:1 valuable contribution
to their team. Levels recorded for trying to perfonn the skills to the best of their
ability reveal that etlbrt throughout the season were remarkably high for the low
skilled subjects. The high skilled subjects also showed similar results. ThiJ finding
has positive implications for the use of sport education as it appears to be a valuable
tool for increasing lower skilled students' motivation and participation in physical
education classes. Student motivation, particularly for low skilled students, has
previously shown to be at low levels in physical education classes and physical
education teachers have not often attended to the problem to cater for lower skilled
participants in class (Carlson, 1995). Comments by students and observations
throughout the study emphasise the potential of sport education to contribute to
motivating youth towards involvement in activity.
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Key behaviours
The results from the video recordings provided detailed information on how
the subjects spent their time during the sport education season. The main key

behaviours engaged in were Waiting, Activity, and Knowledge, which are discussed
in detail below. Waiting and Activity are discussed together to reveal the relationship

between the two behaviours.
Waiting and Activity key behaviours.
Using the adapted SPACOf. instrument results indicate that all four subjects
recorded Waiting as the dominant behaviour during lessons. Waiting time represented
40% of total lesson time recorded over the entire season. This is consistent with
earlier findings (Metzler, 1980) that revealed Waiting, Transition and Management

time as behaviours which took up most of lesson time. The combined figures, shown
in Table 24 (page 78), indicate that a total of61% of lesson 'ime was spent in the
Waitir1g and Transition behaviours, with the Management behaviour not recorded.
(Note: reasons for no management behaviour is discussed in the non-functional
behaviours section of this chapter).
Metzler ( 1989) found that waiting time and time spent in activity was a direct
result of the activity undertaken. For example, small sided games and individual
sports provide more Activity time and Jess Waiting time than full sided games. In this
study the games p~ayed in competition throughout the season were all seven per side
on a full sized court. Reliance on traditional team sizes clearly had an influence on
Activity time in the sport education season. Similarly, Waiting time could have been
decreased if Games had been r,odiried, with smaller teams, smaller playing areas and
no substitutions. These modifications would provide opportunities for all players to
become more active within Games. Sadler ( 1993), observing a sport education
volleyball class, found that students recorded particularly high levels of Waiting tin >e.
Games were similarly not modified in his study. One of the key characteristics of
sport education is the use of modified (small sided) games. Games in sport education
need to be modified to allow more participation by all students, instead of having the
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high skilled players dominate eveiy game in evecy Jesson. Substitutions may also alter

this dominance from high skilled players. Without game modification this situation

will be reproduced time and time again.
An analysis of the Activity and Waiting key behaviours reveals a pattern of
involvement. High levels of Activity results in a reciprocal lowe level fOr Waiting

and vice-versa. The time that the four subjects were engage

1

Activity represented

20% of total lesson time over the season. God!>out eta!. ( 1983) found that on average
about one third of lesson time was devoted to Activity content. These lower level

findings could be related to the types of activities undertaken in class. Table 25 (page
79) reveals that tht most common type of Activity engaged in was Game play (47%

of total activity time). The sport education model encourages games to be modified in

both practices and competitions, but teachers have generally tailored the sport

educatic.n programme to suit their own logistical needs and preferences for
programme design (SPARC, 1994). In this case the preferences were to remain with
traditional7 a side games. Recent findings have indicated that ouly two out often
schools actually incorporated modified games during competition into their sport

education programmes (SPARC, 1994). Low Activity time appears to be a result of
the unmodified nature of the games. All were played with seven per side on a full size
court.
Games being the most common type of activity occurring in the sport
education class contrasts with how students have previously spent their activity time

in traditional physical education classes. Alexander et al. ( 1993) claim that in
traditional physical education classes students typically spend most of their time in

class performing discrete skills and practices, with small games concluding some
lessons. Games become the more dominant activity in the sport education model

which allows more time for players to use skills in pressure situations and
circumstances than they would be in ifthoy were to play the sport outside of the
school environment. This could lead to better skills developing as they are used in a
real situation and not just performed discretely.
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Although the mean Activity time recorded was 20% over the season, there was
little difference between the activity levels shown by the high and low ability
subjects. Activity time ranged from 12% to 24% of lesson time across the four
subjects. which contrasts with previous resee.rch on academic learning time in

physical education (ALT-PE). Shute et al. (1982) reported that high skilled
participants generally record significantly higher levels of ALT-PE than their lower
skiJied class mates. This was not the case in this study. The main difference

highlighted between the high and low skilled players was how they used this Activity
time and the number of skill responses that they made. For example, Helen (high
ability) recorded 24% of lesson time in activity and in this time made a total of724
skill responses over the season. This compares with Lionel (low ability) who recorded
23% of class time in activity, but in this time made a significantly lower number

(227) of skill responses throughout the season. These results indicate that using ALTPE as a measurement of learning does not really give a full picture of class events.
The time students are engaged in Activity does not reveal information on the
frequency or type of activities undertaken or the responses that were made. This study
suggests that a closer look at the skill responses made by participants would give a
clearer indication of performance and learning within a physical education class.
The positions played by each participant is another factor that may influence
skill learning. Activity lovels do not reveal the types of skills being performed or the
positions played in games. Positions played by the participants in this study have
shown that the high ability players tended to play in the more dominant court
positions while the less able players opted for the less dominant positions on the
netball court. Playing in more dominant positions has previously been shown by Watt
(1993) to have a positive e!Tect on learning because ofthe increased opportunity to
make skill responses. Many different types of skills can also be attempted when
students play in different positions as compared to playing in quiet positions which
allow limited involvement in the games.
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The decreased activity time in the sport education cJass compared to

trnditional methods is of some concern. It must be noted, however, that !he types of
activities engaged in within sport education go beyond motor skill development and
have shown to be more relevant and purposeful for the students (SPARC, 1995).
While the quantity of activity time has not increased, the quality of responses appear
to be at a high level. Students have become responsible for their own learning and by
hard to be a valuable member of their team, which has shown to have a positive affect
on their skill learning.
Knowledge
Results from this study reveal that students spont a mean of 18% of total
lesson time over the season in the Knowledge behaviour. From this knowledge time

most was allocated to General knowledge specific to netball and the running of
activities and Rules for game play (see Table 26, p 80). This table highlights
that no time was allocated to the learning of Strntegies. It must be noted however, that
the high ability subjects were already adopting strntegic game play during
competition. so they probably did not need to learn any new strategies to improve

their skills. It was the low ability subjects who could have improved their game skills
aod would have benefited most from time spent learning some basic strategies
associated with netbaJI. Team activities Ofbranised by the captain was the only student
-students interactions observed and they only focussed on Skill practices and would

have been better ifStrntegies had been included.
Strntegic game play development does not have to occur as a result of
listening to the teacher (or peer) explain. Students can be given opportunities to learn

strategies by playing games and watching others. The instrumentation for this study
was not designed to collect such data and as a result this type of strategic

development was not observed. Findings from other sport education studies have
revealed that students have shown strntegic development as seasons have progressed
(Alexander eta!., 1995;Grant, 1992;SPARC, 1995;SPARC, 1994). These studies do
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not show any actual recording of observed Strategy work within their seasons, but
teachers mentioned that some development had occurred.
Knowledge time should not bl! simply coded when a student is listening to the

teacher or a peer give infonnation or observing a demonstration. Watching others
perform during games (even though the player was coded as waiting time in this

study) is potentially time in which knowledge gains may be occurring. This is a
limitation ofthe study, as a true indication of how much learning was taking place in
the Knowledge behaviour could not be observed and thus was not recorded.
Definitions of key behaviours were altered from the SPACOS definitions to make

categories clearer and more useable for this study. Ambiguity may result from coders
unclear with the adapted definitions and is also a limitation.

Past research in ALT-PE studies have not used knowledge as a predictor of
'tudent achievement. Metzler (1989) and Silverman ( 1985) both indicated that motor
learning is dependent on the amount of time a subject is engaged in appropriate
Activity. Knowledge as an indicator of motor learning is apparently not considered

This study suggests that motor skill achievement should not simply be seen as result
of Activity engagement in class (ie. ALT-PE), but it should also be attributed to other
aspects of the class such as Knowledge time.
A major characteristic of the sport education program is that students have
coaches who take them for training sessions, with teachers interacting with the

coaches to help with drills and practices that teams should be doing as they train
(SPARC, 1994). The sport education class studied was implemented without the use
of coaches or training sessions in between competition lessons. SPARC ( 1994)
reported that eight out often schools using sport education included student coaches

as part of their programmes, with the development of Rules, Techniques and
Strategies increasing beyond teacher expectations. Schools were actually forced to
rewrite their theory tests for particular sports because of better student understanding
of all aspects of the sport. By focussing on coaching and improving skills through
training sessions students actually gained a lot more knowledge about particular ways
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to improve their games. The students in this study did not have any help from
coaches, or any time to train in between games. This meant that the teams were not
reflecting on past performances and thus were not focussing on ways to improve as

individuals or as a team. Knowledge time may have therefore been inc1eased if the
class was set up to allow for time to train and gain knowledge from coach and teacher
feedback.
Off task and Mana~ment Behaviours

Ofl"task and Management behaviours can best be described as those
behaviours students engage in within class that are unrelated to the objectives ofthe
lesson. Metzler (1979) outlined that a majority oftime spent in physical education
classes has typically been spent in these behaviours. In this study the time spent Off
task and in Management was particularly low with virtually no time recorded over the

season (see table 24, page 78). This is a significant contrast to Metzler's (1979)
findings. There are reasons however, for these different results. Management
behaviour is essentially time devoted to class business that is unrelated to instruction,
content or subject matter. This includes procedures such as taking attendance, moving

into class at the beginning of a lesson and changing into correct sports clothes (see
appendix 3 for definition). In this study it was difficult to record data at the beginning
of each lesson in order to ensure video battery life would last to the end of each
lesson. The main procedures at the beginning of classes, such as changing clothes and
ro11 taking, were not recorded during the study. Results for overall management time

over the season would therefore be dramatically different if these constant procedures
were recorded at the beginning of each lesson. Management time shown in the results

can not therefore be considered a true reflection of management time that actually
occurred. Results may have been a closer reflection of Metzler's findings ( 1979) if
video data allowed this student behaviour to be recorded.
Even though Management time was not a true reflection of class events, all
Off-task behaviour was recorded and results indicate that it was particularly low in
comparison to Off-task time in traditional physical education classes (Metzler, !979).
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With no Off-task behaviour recorded throughout the season comparisons can be made
with Sadler (1993) who conducted a study on a sport education volleyball class and
reported remarkably lower levels of Off-task behaviour when compared to traditional
physical education classes. Other studies using the sport education model
(Carlson, 1995; SPARC, 1995; SPARC, 1994) have reported similar results, where
students demonstrated better attitudes, with low rates of Off-task behaviour and
situations where "class management was not a concern" (SPARC, 1995, p. 162).
Sport education has been shown to decrease non-functional behaviours. such

as Off-task and Management time. Students in this study were appeared to be highly
motivated, creating a positive environment allowing students to stay on task. The
students demonstmted a commitment to the team and tried to improve their

perfonmance, tlJUs limiting Off-task behaviour. The high levels of Waiting time and

the very low levels of Off task behaviour are again indicative of the learner-centred
pedagogy of sport education. Sport education shifts the responsibility for learning to
the students and it appears they have actually welcomed this change and developed a
desire to achieve. This is something that teachers have been trying to accomplish for
years using traditional physical education methods with limited success (SPARC.

1995).
Skill responses
Checklists from the video data outline the skills that were perfonned by each
subject. Tables present exactly how many skills were perfonmed, the types of skills
that were perfonmed and also the nature of each skill perfonmance. These
perfonmances are described in detail below in relation to the number of skills
attempted, the development of skills and the effort that the subjects put into their
perfonmances of these skills.
Number of skill attempts

The skills attempted by the subjects show a relationship between the number
perfonmed and the skill level of each participant. The high skilled players perfonned
more skill responses than the lower skilled players. For example, Helen and Hany
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(hlgh skilled) recorded 724 and 594 skill responses respectively over the season while
Lionel and Louise (low skilled) recorded 227 and 184 responses over the same period.
Lionel did, however, miss one class due to absenteeism which may have altered

results.
These findings coincide with Watt's (1993) claim that high skilled students
make markedly more skill responses than their lower skilled team members,
particularly in netball and basketball. Watt (1993) also found similar findings
regsuding the positions played and the skill level ofthe players. High skilled
participants played in the dominant positions, which in tum gave them the

opportunity to make more skill responses. "It was obvious that the high skilled
children had mastered many of the skills, whilst the low skilled children were still
beginning to learn many of them. Some ... lower skilled participants dropped out due
to lack of response opportunities" (Watt, 1993, p. 133). The lower skilled participants
confidence dropped as the more skilled players progressed and it became harder for
these students to match the ability levels of their teammates.

A similar situation occurred in this study with the high ability subjects tending
to play in the more dominant positions on court with the less able students opting to
play in the quieter positions. The more dominant positions allowed these students to

make more skill responses and also a wider variety of responses. For example, the
goal attack (GA) had the opportonity to perform more skills than, say the goal shooter
(GS) and also more types of skills, such as shooting attempts, than the goal keeper
(GK). Playing in quieter positions gives the lower ability players limited opportunities
within gsunes to perform all of the skills associated with netball.
Past research on academic learning time in physical education (ALT-PE)
(Metzler, 1989; Shute et al., 1982) has indicated that there is a relationship between
the number of responses made and motor learning. The more responses that are made.

the more chance of motor skill acquisition. In this study the higher skilled students
were getting more opportunities to make skill responses. It was, however, the less
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able students that needed more opportunities to make skill responses to give them a
chance to improve their skills.
The unequal use of time by participants in the sport education model is an

area which should be addressed in order to provide more equity within games to
ensure participants of all abilities get 'a fair go'. Equal court time and rosters to ensure
all participants play in every position may offer a solution to avoid the high skilled
players dominating the games and ensuring that the lower skilled players become
more involved.
The development of skills

Recent research in sport education has indicated that students have

demonstrated improvements in skills (Carlson, I 995; SEPEP, 1995; SPARC, 1995),
with significant developments shown by low ability students (Alexander et al., 1995;
Carlsor. 1995).
Skill response tables for each subject (see Tables 7, 12, 17 and 22) highlight
the different types of skills that were perfonned in every lesson over the season.

These tables reveal the levels of success, correct technique r.nd when the subjects
were trying. To determine whether the subjects showed any improvements, the

' to outline auy
success and correct technique results were looked at in detail
differences from the beginning to the end of the season.

ResuJts indicate that no subject had shown any major improvements in game
play by lesson seven. The low skilled subjects (Lionel and Louise), however, did show
slight improvements in basic skills, such as passing and receiving the hall. They both
either maintained or increased their levels of success and correctness by lessons six
and seven. These lessons involved competitive Games which placed students under

pressure to perform skills successfully in order to do well for their te~m. The success
levels for the low skilled subject's were particularly high (all above 76%).
Research in ALT-PE (Beauchamp et al., 1990; Godbout et al., 1983; Metzler,
1989; Met:der, 1980; Shute et al., 1982) has revealed that students need to achieve a
certain amount of success for motor learning to take place. This success is suggested
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to be at a level of 75% or above and achieved during tasks that are deemed to be at an
appropriate level of challenge to the individual (Siedentop, 1994). For example, tasks
that are too easy would result in very high levels of success, but the participant would
not be challenged in any way and he/she would not be able to perfom1 thes. skills as
successfu1ly under more difficult circumstances, such as in a pressure situation.

The sport education setting uses Games as the main activity in which most
motor skills are performed (see appendix 3 for definition). The game situation would
provide an appropriate level of challenge for player.; to make skill attempts as they
are placed in a pressure situation as would be experienced were they to play netball in
a local competition. As all four subjects achieved success levels of 76% or higher for
every skiJI attemptf.d, mainly performed during games,

~his

sport education class has

therefore provided appropriate opportunities for ALT-PE or motor learning to take
place. It appears that in games characterised by team commitment, skills can be

effectively developed.
Sport education has previously highlighted significant improvements for the
low abiJity participants within the class. Results from this study support recent

findings in sport education (Alexander et al., 1995; Carlson, 1995) that students of
lower skill levels do show improvements within the sport education model. Low
ability students are also indicating that they are more motivated in class and do not

feel isolated or uncomfortable because oftheir lower skill levels. The 'team
affiliation' that is exoorienced has encouraged the low skilled participants to develop
more con'i:dence and willingness to improve as they become valued members of a

team. This may be a feeling that lower skilled students would have rarely experienced
in traditional physical education classes and is clearly a positive aspect for adopting
the sport education program in secondary school physical education.

Effort shown by participants
Increases in motivation and students demonstmting be-tter attitudes are two of
the positive findings from recent research on students within sport education settings

(Carlson, 1995; Sadler, 1993; SPARC, 1995). This study showed comparable

i
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findings. The interviews indicated that all four students enjoyed the sport education
class. The munber of skill attempts support this positive aspect as students
demonstrated high percentages of skiU responses in which the subjects were trying !o

perfonn them to the best of their ability. All four subjects recorded very high levels of
ttying with only 63 responses (3.5%) deemed to be perfom1ed when the subjects were
not trying. This level appears relatively low and as 96.5% of responses were
pe1fonned when the subjects were trying, it can be said that motivation was very high
for all subjects.
Past findings on student perceptions of traditional physical education classes

(Tinning & Fitzclarence, 1992; Locke, 1992) have highlighted the fact that students
do not particularly like their physical education classes. When they do participate
secondruy students are no! motivated, do not enjoy their physical education time and

gepo,ally do not appear to try. This study revealed a degree of contrast with student
perceptions highlighted in tradilional physical education classes. The subjects who
participated in the sport education class all recorded high levels of trying and were
very positive towards each other and spoke of enjoying their time in the netball class.

They all stated in interviews that they liked nonnal physical education also, but "it
(sport education) was a lot better" (Lionel, p. 15).
These findings suggest that sport education is a model which helps to keep

class management to a minimum and increases motivation and enjoyment, even for
the low ability students. Low skilled students, because of the increased peer support
and teamwork, do not feel like outcasts among the<r cl••ssmates- perhaps for the first
time in their secondary school physical education.
Summary

This chapter has provided comparisc,ns of the findings in this study to other

research into sport education and physical educ!-ltiorJ. These comparisons were
highlighted in relation to student perceptions of their experiences in class and also

their motor skill leamine as a result of participation in a sport education or physical
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education class. The key conclusions and recommendations from the study are
presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter concludes the study and outlines both the major findings and
attempts comparisons between tha sport education class studied and the sport

education model outlined by Alexander et al. (1995). The conclusions highlight the
components of the model that were omitted from the sport education class studied
and hmv these omissions may have affected the results in a positive or negative way.
Then, reflections from the researcher show the limitations of the study that arose

along the journey to completion.
Recommendations from the researcher highlight areas which may be changed
in future sport education classes that may improve the learning conditions for
students. Finally, recornmendtitions for further study highlight the need for future

research in sport pedagogy and especially in sport education with suggestions of
topics that may be beneficial to the development of sport education in Australian

secondary schools.
Comparing the sport education model to this study
Siedentop et al. ( 1986) outlined a number of different teaching model. that
can be implemented in physical education classes that may offer alternatives to the
current mu1ti·activity model, which is failing to achieve its objectives and is bringing
about a decline in the status of physical education in Australian secondary schools

(Locke, 1992; Senate Inquiry, 1992; Tinning & Fitzclarence, 1992). Among these
alte."':"1ative teaching models are outdoor education, fitness, social development and

sport education. This study looked at the sport education curriculum model in detail
to gain a better understanding of what students cl--. in class when learning under the
conditions specific to the sport education model.
The sport education model is a process with a potential for educating
children and adolescents into good sporting behaviour and embodies a
number of characteristics [see introduction to the study, page 4].
Wbile these characteristics seem central to realising the educational potential
of sport education, teachers and students will detennine the precise nature of
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the instructional arrangements embodied in the social system created by the

model (Alexander et al., 1995).

These characteristics are outlined by Alexander et al. ( 1995} who suggest \hat
teachers implement all chamcteristics, but at a level that suits the school and its
particular needs. To get maximum benefit from the sport education progmmme all
characteristics should "e implemented. The progmm investigated in this study did not
incorporate all of the advocated sport education characteristics. Certain
characteristics were omitted which impacted on the results of the study. The
characteristics that the class did include in the study were:
I. It involved a season of sport, although it was only 7 weeks instead of the
recommended I 0 weeks.

2. It followed a schedule of formal competition.
3. It had mixed ability teams, although one team was clearly better than the
other teams.

4. The students were responsible for their own learning, although a limited
number of roles were a11ocated. Performance of these roles was not monitored.
5. A record of results was kept, however no publicity was undertaken by

students.
6. There was a grand final and presentations in the form of a culminating
event.

The implementation of these characteristics, nevertheless generated positive

findings related to skill achievement and students' perceptions of the sport education
class. This is consistent with low level implementation of sport education (SPARC,
1995}.
Students enjoyed physical education at their school, but preferred sport
education because of the opportunities they were given to play more games in a

formal competition. Game play appeared to be purposeful for the students and
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allowed them to do things the way they wanted. Thi' increased time spent in active
games heightened their involvement and desire to participate.
The students liked being part of the same team for the whole season and
believed that this contributed lo their skills of netball and teamwork. The lower
skilled students were as much a part of the team as the better performers, even though
they tended to play the quieter positions in games. Every student in the team was
considered important and this helped the lower performers to become involved. The
lower skilled students' perceptions oft~e class were very positive. even more so than

the high skilled students. The high skilled students tended to become bored more
easily as they were never really challenged. The lower skilled students showed
motivation through responding to challenges which, with the help of the higher
skilled students. they succeeded in overcoming. This 'team teaching' strategy.
increased team affiliation and showed just how well students can perfonn in groups
and that all instruction does not have to come from the teacher. The students
responded well to their friends helping them and they seemed to gain a greater sense

of achievement when they succeeded together.
In the sport education class students were given responsibility for their own
learning. They took charge of this responsibility by doing their own warm ups and

skiJJ pmctices in their team without teacher guidance. This initiative taken by the
students was an aspect of the sport ed,Jcation class which may or n1ay not have

occurred in a traditional physical education class. The teacher steos back to 'facilitate'
while the students take matters into their own hands and do things their way. The
expectations of students were increased, which in tum increased their level of
responsibility. This is consistent with Mitchell and Chandler (1993) who claimed that
ifteacher expectations are high, without being beyond reach, students will generally
try harder to meet expectations. This occurred in the netball class with students
meeting teacher expectation in psychomotor skills as well as an increased desire to do

well and be part of a team.
The characteristics of the sport education programme that were omitted were:
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I. The teacher did not take on the role of'facilitator'.

2. Games were not modified by rules or team sizes.

3. Multiple roles for students were not utilised.
These omissions from the sport education progrnmme characteristics are areas
which may have resulted in negative outcomes. Without the teacher facilitating
students who needed one-to-one attention students were not benefiting from the class

as much as they could have been. The teacher could have been helping the less able
students to improve their skills so that equal participation in games was possible.
With no modifications to games during competitions students were not all

involved equally. Dominant students took over while less skilled players laded to the
background and were not as involved as they could have been. The games should

have also been modified, to less than seven per side, to decrease the number of

players waiting to become involved in the games.
Another omission was the use of multiple roles for students in the class.
Umpiring was designated to a few who perfonned this duty every lesson. None of the
selected subjects umpired a game during the study. This may have had a bearing on
the development of Rules knowledge which appeared to be lower than in previous
sport education studies (Alexander et al., 1995; Carlson, 1995; SPARC, 1995).
Recent findings from research into sport education have highlighted the
increased knowledge of Techniques and Strategies for all students, especially lower

ability players (Alexander et al., 1995; Carlson, 1995; SPARC, 1995). This increased
knowledge in these areas was partially attributed to the use of training sessions run
individually in teams by the designated coach. By omitting tr.:tining sessions and not
implementing team coaches into the sport education programme the students missed

out on opportunities to increase their knowledge of Skill technique and Strategies for
game play. Time spent waiting during games may have given opportunities for
increasing knowledge through observation of other players perfonning skills, but this
would be very hard to observe and assess.
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Ovemll, the results indicated that both positive and negative outcomes weo"e
achieved in the sport education programme observed. It is learning from the negative
reflections, however, that helps improve the implementation of the programme for
future users of the sport education model.
Research questions
A brieflook at the research questions may provide reflections on the conduct
of this research.
Research question one

What are the key behaviours in which students engage within !he sport
education curriculum model and do these behaviours provide opportunity for motor

skill development?
Students engage in a variety of behaviours in sport education. Waiting was the

most frequent behaviour with Activity, Transition and Knowledge making up most of
the time remainin~ 3tudents, particularly low skilled participants, demonstrated some
improvements during the sport education season. The key behaviours that appear to
have helped these students improve were Activity, Knowledge and minor amounts of

Waiting time. This suggests that sport education can provide opportunities tbr
students to increase their motor learning within physical education.
Research question two

What are participants' perceptions of their motor skill experiences within the
sport education cunriculum model?
All subjects perceived their skil!s to he at a good level. They enjoyed the sport
education class and the competitive nature of the games. The low skilled players
believed that they improved their skills during the season ..;th the high skilled players
stating that their skill levels remained the same. The high skilled players did,

however, mention other areas of the class in which their learning experiences were
positive. Coaching• .captaining and being in charge of a team for the whole season was

a role which they considered important and proud to undertake. All students liked
being in a team for the whole season even though they were not witlo their close
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friends and made new friends as a result who they learnt to cooperate with. Although
motor learning may not be increasing for all students in the o;ias.:~ other skills are also

being emphasised as valuable parts ofthe sporting field. Coaching and administration
roles have never been highlighted as important areas to consider until now and
provides a much larger scope for learoing within physical education.
Limitations of the study
When concluding a study, it is necessary to take time to reflect and
acknowledge any limitations that may have arisen. This helps to provide valuable
infonnation to future researchers as they can use these reflections to enhance their
own studies. A number of limitations of this study were noted:
Limitation 1

The interviews for the four subjects were conducted at the end of the final
lesson, which was the last day of term four. The students were co-operative during
interviews, but the impression was given that they really did not want to be there.
Answers were rushed and not very comprehensive, and due to lack of time, a follow
up interview was not possible. A second, or even third, interview would have given

much clearer results and provided more data which could have been referred to
throughout the study.
Limitation 2
The limited number oflessons that were recorded restricted the amount of

data that was collected. Only seven lessons were recorded, with the first three
containing data on only two of the four subjects. Disruptions to nonnal class

procedures also limited data collection, which in tum limited the results of the study.
Limitation 3.
The teacher was not interviewed at the conclusion to the study.
Information on teacher perceptions of student performance and also a copy of student
grades would have provided additional data that could have been used in triangulation
of results. With additiona1 time more information could have been collected to

provide more comprehensiveness data.
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Limitation 4
The use of a video camera enabled observations of class experiences to be

viewed at a later date, which provided excellent opportunities to ensure reliability of
data analysis. However, the video camera did create some problems which affected
the data shown on video tape. Management time at the start and finish of lessons was
not recorded.
Limitation 5

Knowledge time was difficult to detennine when analysing results. Although
time spent listening to the teacher discuss knowledge infonnation to the studentc; was
easy to record, it was the time spent watching others perform and reflecting on their
own performances that was difficult to detennine. Knowledge that they gain from
watching others and reflecting on their own perfonnances is hard to observe and thus

was not recorded as data. This limitation was highlighted after reflecting on the data
and other research on learning in physical education and may have been answered in
interviews if discovered earlier on in the study.
Recommendations

The following section outlines recommendations that arose from reflections
on the sport education experience that was observed in this study. Most of these
recommendations relate to the particular class described in the study but all may be of
use to other classes adopting sport education into their physical education
programmes or future researchers investigating the sport education model.
Recommendation l : That the Knowledge key behaviour needs to be valued in terms

ofpromotin& student outcomes in sport education clas~
There appears to be a need for teachers to see the provision of feedback as
central to their role as the leruning facilitator in sport education. Schools can
implement strategies into the sport education program to increase Knowledge
behaviours, such as Ruies, Techniques and Strategies to a level beyond previous
expectations. Suggestions to promote knowledge gains in sport education include;

1. The use of high ability students as coaches for teams.
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2. The inclusion of training sessions in between competition lessons to
provide teams with opportunities to work on their weaknesses and to develop
strategies for game play.

3. The use of the teacher, who would have more time in class because of the
devolved responsibility given to the students, to work individually with students who
need help. Teacher.; can also work with coaches to provide help with activities and
dri11s that teams could use to increase their skills to improve team perfonnance.
Recommendation 2: That sctuwls. jncm:porating sport education into their physical
education programmes implement strategies to ensure maximum participation for all

..

students involved .

For recommendaticri 2 to be achieved modified games need to be included in
competitions with the use of small group/team training sessions and the inclusion of
the teacher as facilitator to the coaches. The teacher can cater for less able students or
individuals with a problem that could be solved in a one to one situation which could
improve team play and better equip students with the skills to play in a variety of
positions. Certain strategies that are encouraged to be implemented into a sport
education programme were omitted from the class in this study. These strategies,
which are designed to increase participation levels in activity, include;
J. The modification of games to allow more opportunities to respond and to

decrease waiting time.
2. The inclusion of training sessions so that teams can work individually on
improving perfonnance and developing strategies that can be applierl in competition.
3. The use of the teacher to help individual students on a one to one basis,
while other students work in their teams as a small group. The teacher can act as a
facilitator to teams or individuals without taking over the whole show and dominating
the class.
All of these strategies can have an impact on the time students spend in
activity. Ifthe sport education programme does not implement these strategies, as was
the case in this school, time spent available for making active responses class is
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limited. When students spend most of their time in games that are not modified by

implementing smaller numbers of players, their opportunities to respond are severely
decreased.

If team training sessions were provided students would also have more
opportunities to concentrate on individual skills that needed improving. Opportunities
to prnctice skills in small groups would greatly increase numbers of responses.
Wor!i:ing in small groups would provide more opportunity to make a response and less

opportunity to be spent waiting.
Recommendation 3: That sport education promotes the equal involvement f.ar..a.ll.

players tbroul:h the use of a roster system for participation jo competition.

Equal involvement could be supported by team captains, the sports board or
even the teacher thus ensuring that all players are given the opportunity to play every
pvsition on the court, be given equal umpiring duties and have equal time as a

substitute.
Recent findings from research into the sport education curriculum model have
indicated that there is greater opportunity for involvement and participation for
students. This has particularly the case low ability students who are now more
invol\ed in physical education than ever before (Alexander et al., !995; Carlson,
1995; SPARC, 1995). The results in this study are related in that both high and low
ability subjects recorded similar levels of activity time within class. However, when

these activity levels are looked at in more detail results show that the way this activity
time was used varies greatly between the high and low ability subjects. The number of
actual motor skill responses that were made within this activity time indicates that the
high ability subjects made far more responses than their less skilled teammates.
The most common activity that all four subjects engaged in was games. The
video recordings revealed a pattern which related to the positions that the subjec\s
played when participating in the games. It was detennined that the high skilled
players tended to play in the more dominant positions on the court giving them far
more opportunities to make skill responses and attempt a wider range of skills.
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Playing less dominant positions on court would therefore limit a players' opportunities
within a game to become involved and make skill responses. This inequality in games
would mean that the players in dominant positions (usually high skilled) would have
more opportunities to improve as they are making more responses, while the players
in the less dominant positions (usually),,,. skilled) fall further behind in skill
development.
Recommendatjon 4: That teachers ·implementing the sport education model take
adyanta~

of their "less UP:front role" during class time to ensl!re that the sport

education characteristics are fully implemented.

Certain strategies for teacher use of time include;
I. Teachers should work with captains and coaches ofteams to enable these
students to be of greater support to their teammates.
2. Resources, such as task cards, should be collected by the teacher and
brought to class for the students to use so that they are given plenty of opportunity to
improve and also to believe that they achieved these improvements on their own
initiative Decause of the indirect nature of the teachers involvement.
3. Assessment should be completed in class throughout the season so that
justification to students and parents is recorded in case of grade queries.

These and other strategies can be adopted by teachers incorporating the sport
education model into their physical education programmes to give students
opportunities to learn for themselves, with the teacher facilitating when called upon
by the students or when they see tit.
The sport education model takes the teacher off centre stage with
responsibility for learning being devolved and given to the students. The teacher is
then encouraged to step back and take the role of facilitator while most decisions are
made by students. This student centred approach to physical education has brought
many changes to the way classes have traditionally been run. Students have shown to
spend more time on task within class and less time in off task or management
behaviou<S (Sadler, 1993; SPARC, 1995; SPARC, 1994). This has led to an increase
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in time for the teacher within class to focus on things other than management or

discipline control. Recent findings on sport education trials has highlighted positive
teacher feedback because of the increased time made available for them to spend
working with individuals and assessing students in class (Carlson, 1995; SPARC,
1995; Taggart et al., 1995).
Although the video data in this study was not coooemed with how the teachern
spent their time in class. it could be seen that there was a general lack of involvement
from both teachers involved in the study. Individual help was rarely given to

individual students and formative assessment procedures were not used at all during

the season. Once the fonnal competition had begun both teachern spent every lesson
observing games. No help was given to team captains when they were trying to think
of wann up activities for their teams or even to umpires who were struggling with the

rules of the game. It seemed that these teachers welcomed the idea of the sport
education program because it allowed them to step off centre stage. The increased

availability of time within the class, however, was not used to the advantage of either
themselves or the students. Sport education was used at least in part as a management

tool.
Recommendation 5: That undemraduate teru;ber education and professional
development proGJllmS skill teachers in the use of alternative teaching strateJ;ties..
jnQ!udjng sport education. so that they are familiar. confident and also competent in
implementing student centred approaches.
Pre-service and in-service teachers should be given adequate training to

encourage the wide use of spurt education throughout schools in Australia. Support
should he given to teachern implementing the sport education program via the
development of a sport education coordinator who would facilitate a teacher network
by providing resources and assistance with teachern starting the prognnn for the firnt
time, or those who are not confident in implementing the program.

Teachern in Western Austrnlian schools have been using teacher directed
approaches to physical education for yearn. Research has shown that this method is
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failing to teach children about sport as it is pmcticed in the community (Siedentop et
al., 1986) and also failing to achieve its objectives (Senate Inquiry, 1992). The

crowded curriculum has resulted in a decline of time made available for physical

education as schools push for a more academic timetable (Garnaut, 1991; Nettleton,
1985), because physical education is not seen as worthy of curriculum time. Locke
(1992) claims that the only thing that can save a place for physical education in
schools is t~ replace the traditional multi-activity pedagogy currently being
implemented. Perhaps even more than replacing the multi-activity program, it is the
related pedagogy that needs replacement.
Many teacher education programmes provide teachers with the necessary

skills to be the dominant person in a classroom. Preservicc teachers are taught at
university to demonstrate and perform in front of the class. to be efficient managers,
controllers, even policemen in order to maintain students attention. This method is

not successful in achieving physical education objectives (Locke, 1992), and teachers
are reproducing these less than effective methods because that is what universities are
teaching them to do and what they experienced when they were students. Change in

physical education programmes therefore needs to begin in undergraduate teacher
training courses so that when teachers graduate they take different skills and teaching
methods to their physical education classes to hopefully bring about a change in the
perceived value and worth of physical education in Australian secondary schools.
Suggestions for further research
Due to the time restraints placed on honours research, there is clearly a need
for more extensive research to investigate skiiJ development within the sport

education curriculum model. "As the model (sport education) is already diffusing
rapidly into Australian schools, there is a need to identity issues and chart an
educational course for any further development" (Alexander et al., 1995, p. 42).
The sport education model is still relatively new aod little is known or has
been documented about what happens during implementation of the sport education

programme in different settings.
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This research indicated that some key characteristics of the sport education
mndel were omitted. Some future studies involving sport education, as suggested by
Siedentop (1995), include:
I. The impact on students of sustained membership with the same team for

extended periods of time. This study suggests that improvements in many areas such
as skill and social development may occur as a result oflong term membership in a

team.
2. Research on the teaching of tactics rather than a skill learning focus. which

Siedentop (1995) claims has not yet been researched in any physical education
programme. This would involve new research in physical education where the

learning of tactics and strategies would be more important than skill learning. This
may reveal knowledge gains in physical education through sport education.
3. Long term sport education participation (eg. year 8-12). This study suggests
'

little optimism with regard to the achievement of this physical education outcome if it
is not well planned in advance.
Other areas of research that could be considered to gain a better understanding

of the sport education model in practice are:

I. The teachers role in the sport education programme. This could incorporate
the development of resources for teachers implementing sport education.

2. How students undertake other roles (apart from player) in the sport
education class. The emphasis on other areas in the sporting field could open career
options for many students who may not have considered other roles in sport.
3. Tbe role of the student coach in skill development. This study suggests that

students may be able to learn from each other with minimal teacher input.
4. The development of social skills as a result of participating in sport

education. This study could look at social development in detail to determine the
types of interactions and problem solving skills that can be developed through sport
education.
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5. Gender issues and equity in the sport education class. The problem of equal

participation for all involved may be discussed in relation to sport education to reveal
the roles undertaken and participation by students of different genders, ages and

abilities.
6. Assessment of participants using the sport education model. This may
include the development of a reliable assessment tool that can determine ability
within not only the psychomotor domain, but also !he cognitive and affective
domains.

Summruy
These rccommcndatioos aud suggestions may be ofbenefit to teachers
wishing to implement or improve sport education programmes into secondary

schools. It must be noted, however, that these recommendations arc only suggestions

from the researcher and not mandatory regulations for the future usc of the sport
education model. They arc, however, outlined by the researcher in an attempt to offer
suggestions as to how the sport education model may be implemented in future with
greater success.

This study has examined the sport education curriculum model during
implementation in a Western Australian secondary school. The results have indicated
some positive findings in relation to student perceptions of,.hcir experiences \Tithin a

sport education class for a season. However, not all ofthe findings were positive.
Some results indicated that the time students spent waiting "as particularly high with
activity levels correspondingly low. All results, however, have highlighted the need to
find out much more about the sport education curriculum model as it is implemented
in many different environments to help determine its relevance to Australian

secondary school physical education in the future.
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~iecto

0

0

6

6

13

8

14

47

7

0

0

6

4

13

8

14

45

6

4. Ball travels hiah in air, not flat

0

0

6

5

13

8

13

45

6

0

0

6

4

13

8

13

44

6

0

0

6

6

13

8

15

48

7

39

30

13

30

51

54

79

296

42

36

29

12

28

58

57

75

295

42

35

28

12

30

55

58

70

288
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LOB PASS -topography
1. Ball in 1 hand for throw

Function - ball ooes to best receiving position
lrotal number of attemots

.

RECEIVING THE BALL- topography
1. Provide a Iaroe! for passer to aim for
2. Hold hands out to where you want to receive
ball and calls for ball
3. On contact, pull ball into body
Function - catch the ball without infringing
stepping rule

33

28

12

28

50

50

69

270

irotal number of attempts

39

30

13

30

58

58

79

307

39
44

1. Feet apart and balanced

0

0

4

0

15

12

14

45

fl

2. Ball above and sli!lhllv behind head

0

0

5

0

13

15

12

46

7

3. Bend knees and elbows for preparation

0

0

3

0

10

18

9

40

6

4. Aick wrist and let ball roll off fingers

0

0

3

0

8

9

11

31

4

Function - ball ooes into the aoal

0

0

2

0

8

6

8

24

3

0

0

5

0

21

20

18

64

9

.

SHOOTING - topooraphy

lrotal number of attemots

DEFENDING • topography
1. Side on stance to ooPOsilion

0

2

a

3

14

3

1

31

4

2. Move 311 distance before defendina ball

0

2

11

3

15

3

2

36

5

3. Hands over ball to pi"!>!<"!''!> '>ass/shot
4 .. Jumps andlor turns on shoV!hrow to block
ilion (i.e. rebounding)

0

2

10

4

17

3

3

39

5

0

2

11

4

16

3

3

39

5

0
0

2

8

3

14

11

4

17

1
3

31

2

3
5

42

4
5

1. Leads or dears to space on court

0

0

1

1

4

3

31

4

2. Shows awareness of other players
3. Backs up attack with follow up lead calling for

0

0

5
5

1

1

3

2

14

2

ball

0

0

5

1

1

5

3

12

2

4. Providas target to throw to (hands to where
!he ball is wanted)

0

0

5

1

1

2

3

15

2

0

0

1

1

1

2

12

2

0

0

5
5

1

1

5

3

15

2

Function- intercept, pressure, reject and/or
~bound shot or throw

h"o1a1 number of attempts
ATTACKING - tooo~:~raohy_

Function- receive ball or to back uo team mates

~olalnumberofattempts
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APPENDIX2
OPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF NETBALL SKILLS

CHEST PASS
"As the name suggests, the pass is made from chest height used for passing
over short distances. It should be very accurate because of the short distance it travels.
Your hands should be in the same position to pass a chest pass as they are for a good
catch (thumbs behind the ball and fingers spread out to the sides). Step forward with
one foot on release and push the ball to the target. Elbows are kept in close to the
body, with the step forward adding force to the pass" (Otago, 1991, p. 15).
SHOULDER PASS
"Hold the ball in one (preferred) hand. Take the arm back behind the shoulder
with the elbow bent, weight on the back foot and the alternate foot forward to step
into the throw. Transfer the weight forward as the arm comes through and push the
ball to the outstretched arms ofthe intended catcher at hip, chest or head height"
(Dix, 1984, p.20).
BOUNCE PASS
"This pass is most often seen on hard courts and specifically near the shooting
area. It is a good variety pass to use against a tall player or any defender who holds
their arms high (anticipating a high pass). The bounce pass is just that. With the ball
held firmly and body weight behind it, you move forward and direct the pass low and
to the ground. The ball should bounce approximately two thirds of the distance
between the thrower and catcher and be to the side opposite where the opponent is
standing. The catcher takes the pass as the ball bounces upwards" (Martin, 1977, p.
16).
LOB PASS
" The lob pass is where the ball travels in a high arc pattern and then drops
steeply near the end of the pass. A good lob is hard to develop because ofthe height
plus length judgement. Also, because it is a slow pass, the lob is a prime candidate for
interception by a fast moving, high jumping defender.
A lob can be thrown with either one or two hands; it ll1liS1 clear the heads of
the opposition placed between the thrower and the catcher and yet, if it is too high, it
allows the defenders ample time to move to the target area. Still, when practicing the
lob it is better to throw the ball too high than too low. Usually the lob is taken by a
catcher who has run forward (trying to give the defender the slip) and then who
sharply drops back to receive the ball" (Martin, 1977, p. 15).
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RECEIVJNG THE BALL
Catching
"Always move to meet the ball, extending anns and fingertips towards the
ball. As you reach for the ball, keep your eyes on it. Allow it to be snatched from the
air, preferably with two hands and pull it in towards your body keeping your thumbs
behind the ball. Land safely and balance yourself, ready to throw on successfully"
(Dix, 1984, p. 18).
Landing
"The majority of players are on the move when they catch the ball and
generally laod on one foot before the other. The rule allows the first foot down to be
lifted, but it cannot be put down again while the ball is still being held. The second
foot down may be lifted and placed in any position any number of times as the player
pivots on the first foot" (Dix, 1984, p. 23).
SHOOTING
"Hold the ball lightly with the fingers ofthe dominant hand behind the ball.
The other hand steadies the ball. The feet should be comfortably apart and balanced
with the ball held steadily, The aim is above the gt:>!\l ring. As the movement starts the
knees bend and the drive is initiated from the feet up through the knees, body, arm,
wrist and finally the fingers which direct the ball along the line of sight to the goal.
The stress of the action is upward and the ball is released at the height of the shooting
action with full follow through from the wrist and the fingers. The shooting action
should be relaxed, smooth and continuous with the ball aimed in a high arc to fall
through the ring. The longer the shot, the higher the arc needs (o be" (Brown, 1971, p.
58).

ATTACKING
"A good attacking move is made when a player brea~(S clear of an opponent and
receives the ball in an open space, moving hannoniously •.vith teammates, in an effort
to bring the ball towards the team's shooting goal. Breaking clear of an opponent can
be done in many different ways~ combining dodging. running and leaping with
changes of speed, timing and direction" (Brown, 1971, p. 44). If a player catches or
receives the ball they are recorded as receiving and not attacking.
DEFENDING
"Defending skills aim to counteract attacking moves. Good defending results
from anticipating moves of an opponent by guarding her on her attacking zone
closely, thus ti'ustrating her attempts to attack to advantage. Man to man defence is
employed down the court with each player guarding closely her own opponent when
the opposition team is in possession of the ball. In contras~ zone defence is a
combined tactic employed by a group of defending players where the emphasis is on
defending an area rather than directly against a player. Using these methods a
defender aims to intercept or deflect the pass and restrict the attacker's participation in
play, or force the thrower into an error or state of indecision" (Brown, 1971, p. 47). If
the player intercepts the ball they are recorded as receiving, so defending is only
recorded when a player unsuccessfully attempts to intercept or guards their opponent
closely in an effort to keep them out of the game.
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SUCCESSFUL ATIEMPT- when the result of a skill performance achieves its
purpose. For example, a successful attempt at a shooting skill would be the l>all going
into the goal. This category does not refer to the way the skill was performeil, only the
result.
TECHNIQUELY CORRECT ATIEMPT - when the performance of a skill is
completed correctly in terms of the technique of the skill. For example, a shot at goal
would require a number of stages during the performance of the entire skill to be
correct in terms of the technique. These are:
I. Feet apart and balanced,
2. the ball is positioned above and slightly behind the head,
3. bend knees and elbnws for preparation, and ·
4. flick the wrist and let ball roll ofT lingers.
These stages all must be perfonned properly for the skill to be deemed techniquely
correct.

TRYING ATIEMPT- when a skill is performed when the person is trying to achieve
both success and correct technique at the same time. This is observed by the recorder
and requires human interpretation.
COMPLETELY CORRECT- when a skill response is performed w;ih all three
abovementioned components occurring at the same time. This means that the
perfonner is successful. performing with correct technique and is trying
simultaneously for the one skill attempt.
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APPENDIXJ
DEFINITIONS OJo' KEY BEHAVIOURS

ACTIVITY
Refer.; to class time when the primary focus is on motor involvement in
physical education activities, ranging from warm ups to games. Specific activity subcategories can he seen helow.
SUB-CATEGORIES OF ACTIVITY
I. Warm up/down- time devoted to physical activity with the purpose of
preparing the individtia.J for enb'3gement in further activity. It is not designfd to alter
the state of the individual over a long tenn basis. but includes light exercises to begin
lessons. stretching or light exercise to tenninate activity at the end of a lesson.
2. Fitness- tiriJe devotOO to activiti~s wifh the pu.-pose Jr altering ilie physical
state of the individual in tenns of increasing strength, cardio-vascular endurance or
flexibility. Ex<tmples include aerobics and distance running. The activity should be at
an appropriate intensity, frequency and duration to alter the physical state of the
individual.

3. Skill.practice- refer.; to time devoted to the practice of skills with the
primary goal of skill development and refinement, such as drills involving passing a
soccer ball, dribbling practice for basketball or practicing a dismount from the
balance beam. Skills may he practiced in parts and then combined or practiced as a
whole skill with technique being the focus for correct perfonnance.
4. Scrimmage- time devoted to extension of skills in an applied setting (one
which is like or simulates the setting in which the skill is actually used), such as
modified games including 2 on 2 half court basketball or a half court game of 4 on 4
netball. The teacher/coach can often intervene to give feedback or change scrimmage
conditions.
5. Game- time devoted to the application of skills in a formal game or
competitive setting when the participants perfonn without help or intervention from
the teacher/coach. This includes a volleyball game, junior minkey or performing a
folk dance.
6. Attacking- time devoted to attacking within a game. The puril is making an
attacking move, such as leading into space, but they do not actually receive the ball or
become part of the play. ·
7. Defending- time devoted to specifically defending within a competitive
game situation. The pupil is defending either an opponent or an area but does not
touch the ball. If an interception is made, the skill response is classed as receiving the
ball.
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KNOWLEDGE
Refers to class time when the primary focus is on knowledge related to
physical education content. This includes listening to the teacher or peers discuss
skills. watching a den1onstration showing correct technique and discussing rules. Subcategories of specific types of knowledge behaviour are shown below.
SUB-CATEGORIES OF KNOWLEDGE
J. Rules- time devoted to transmitting infonnation about the regulations
which govern activity related to the subject matter, such as explaining the rules of a
game, a demonstration of a specific rule violation or viewing a film depicting the
rules cf a game.

2. Technique- time devoted to transmitting information concerning the
physical fonm (topography) of a motor skill, such as listening to the teacher explain
the correct way to perfonm a lay up, watching a demonstration of the Fosbury flop or
watching a film on improving volleyball spikes.
3. Strategy- time devoted to transmitting information concerning plans of
action for performing individual or group skills. such as zone defence, discussing set
plays for moving a ball quickly down a netball court or a demonstration of an idea for
the best way to exit slllge at the end of a dance performance.

4. Social behaviour- time devoted to transmitting information about
appropriate and inappropriate ways of behaving within an activity, such as an
explanation of golf etiquette, sportsmanship or abiding by umpires decisions.
5. General -time devoted to discussion of general activity and classroom
procedures and ~suits, such as calling out fixtures, discussing the competition ladder
and presenting best player awards aod trophies.

6. Cogoitive- Time devoted to when a pupil is engaged in a cognitive task, not
related to active game play. This behaviour includes making cognitive decisions,
working in groups performing cognitive tasks, such as selecting team names,
completing worksheets or undertaking a written test.
TRANSITION
Refers to time devoted to organisational and instructional activities, such as
team selection, changing equipment, moving from one space to another, changing
sll!tions or changing ao activity within a lesson.

WAITING
The time spent awaiting next instructions or opporttmity to respond, such as
waiting in line for a tum, standing on the sideline waiting to get substituted into a
game, waiting for the teacher to instruct the class or being on a playing team but not
actively involved.
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MANAGEMENT
Refers to time devoted to class business that is unrelated to instructional
content nr subject matter~ such as taking attendance~ lecturing about appropriate
behaviour in dass or collecting money.
(Note: Moving into class before instructions actually begin is coded as management
and not tmnsition. When instruction has begun and students are moving around the
coding changes to the tmnsition behaviour).

OFF-TASK
Refers to class time when a pupil is not engaged in an activity that he/she
should be engaged in or is engaged in an activity that he/she should not be engaged in.
This includes behaviour disruptions, misbehaviour, talking when the teacher is
talking, misusing equipment, fooling around, fighting and disrupting others.
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APPENDIX4
SAMPLE OF DATA SHEET ON VIDEO OBSERVATIONS OF SUBJECTS
CT ONE --ESSON-SIX-----]· ··---------·-------

~13.!1; __

- -~_1.. ----- ··------ ---------·----··-

LEGEND: 1. - BEGINNING AND END OF GAMES
. 2. (letter_!'!!id_e bri.lc_l_<etl_POSJTIO~ P~Y._E_D IN_(?AME:

TIME STARTED
TIME FINISHED CONTEXT SUBJECT
lfr'R_!i,_,.,INS_._SE(:!J) (HRS,MINS,SECS) .. __ . ENGAGE!) IN _
f--~~2:Q02Q___ ----~9.t46_________ TRI\_~_l)ITJQ_N __ _
2:01:46
2:01:58
OFF TASK
r--~- 2:01:58
---- ----201:59- ~==. A(;I_i\i)TY (@_RI~~=
2:01:59
2:02:09
WAITING
1-~~~---- ·-------· -----.... ----... - ---r-----2_:0;!:o_!l _______ .. ___ _<~02:15 __ .
__ TRANSITION_ _
f----~2:~0 2JJL__ _______2_:()2:20 _______ _1\GTIIfiTY [SKJLI,) __
0
f----~2:,0~2~'0:2.Q________ --··---~01:?7_____ .. __ TRANSITION __ _
2:02:27
--~2:02:29 ---·· __ _1\_C_IIVrr~_(s(;_RLML_
2:02:29
2:02:43
WAITIN~G~..---i
2:02:43
_ _ _20~15___ __ ___,t,C)IVITY(S.CRIM)
f-----c2~::0~~2:45
2:02:48
WAITING
2:024B=r- - ·:292sa-.::_:::==:~l-_::A_c'flliif\'lS{RiMi·.· __
___
2:0~:-~o__________ g~Q3:_10__ _ __ _ _ _
_W!\Im.j<L_ .....

f-----~~~~---- ----f~~

--= ~_:::_:- T~&t~~'§-~-~_:_

f----~2:""0~~5_!1_ ________2~Q4~01_______

ACJIVilY_(SI(ILL)_
WAITING
---+--- TRANSITION___ _
------ ----wJ>.IfiNG___ ...

2:04:01

2:04:33
-;/:04:58-

f----'2~:04~i:33

2:65:05
=-~~-T~~=-.::=.:-_:_ :=~P.qt/Z'!~~gi(CL

2:04:58

·
2:05:56----- -----i0616 ________ ----·--TRANifiTION

-~¥g

1-_-_-_-~2~~Q62_:1;;;o-::_.:::= -.::~:~ __2:§(52

::.:= ·: :~1\~JJiiffY_{si{ii,Cf~~

__
2:06:52
2:08:!1_ _______T~NSITimJ_____ _
_ -:"'2:08:11-(C:)
2:08:2L______ --~(;JIVI\Y !DEF!'NJlL
2:08:25
2:08:44
TF'<.~NSITION
f----';EoB:44 ---r----2'oB:46 - - - - - ACTIVITY (ATTACK-).
1---~~2::08:46_____
. 2:oa:50 ---- -·· TRANSITION- --

==:2{l§;_5L==
-=__ 2:6£()6--:---=:-

2:08:502:08:54
--~Q903
__

2:09:03

_Ai:;fi\iili(i\JTAC:!<L
TRANSITION
-~GTI\iJ'iY{I>.TiilcK)_-
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APPENDIXS
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
Foees of inteniew quest~ons

I. BASIC DEMOGRAPHICS
-age
-gender
2. BACKGROUND
~ previous sport experience
- current sporting interests
- previous netball experience
- pre,~ous SE experience
3. PERCEPTIONS OF THE CLASS

-thoughts on PE (eg. What do you think ofPE?)
- thoughts on SE (eg. Do you prefer SE to traditional PE?)
4. SKJLL LEVELS

-own levels at beginning. middle and end of season
-activities undertaken
-thoughts about their team
- thoughts on positions played
5.FUTURE

- whether play netball again
- play any other sports in future
6. CONCLUSION
-thank for participation
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APPENDIX6
CALCULATION OF INTEROBSERVER AGREEMENT (101\)
LEVELS FOR THE SPACOSlN!>TRUMENT

SUBJECT ONE
LESSON6

Total codings = 257
Agreements= 229
Disagreements = 28

lnterobserver Agreement =-

total agreements X 100

agreements + disagreements
lnterobserver Agreement=

229 X 100
257

lnterobserver Agreement =

Zl200
257

lnterobserver Agreement=
=

89.11
89%
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APPENDIX?
CALCULATION OF INTRAOBSERVER AGREEMENT (lOA)
LEVELS FOR THE SPACOS INSTRUMENT

SUBJECT ONE
LESSON6
Total eodings = 257
Agreem~nts

= 234

Disagreements = 23

lntraobse~er

Agreement=

· total agrmoents X 100
agreements + disagreements

lntraobserver Agreement =

234X100
257

Intraobserver Agreement=

ZHOO
257

Intraobserver Agreement =
=

91.05
91%
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APPENDIX8

SAMPLE OF iNTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT

INTERVIEW ONE
WHAT IS YOUR AGE?
13.
YOUR SEX/GENDER?
Female.
DID YOU HAVE A ROLE IN SPORT EDUCATION?
Yes, I was a team captain.
OF WJUCH TEAM?
The Mongern.
HAVE YOU PLAYEO ANY SPORTS OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL?
Yes, basketball, netball, softball.
YOU PLAYED NETBALL OUT OF SCHOOL FOR HOW MANY YEARS?
Five.
DO YOU STILL PLAY NOW?

No.
HAVE YOU GIVEN IT UP FOR ANOTHER SPORT?
Yes,! gave it up for basketball.
DO YOU LIKE PHYSICAL EDUCATION?

Yes.
WHAT DO YOU THlNK OF SPORT EDUCATION?
I don1t know.
DO YOU KNOW WHAT SPORT EDUCATION IS?
(subject shakes head)
Interviewer explains - That's the one where you've got a team captain and the coaches
and everything. Do you !mow how you do phys ed like that and sometimes you do
phys ed in different ways? What do you think of the way where you have coaches,
1eam managers, committees and captains etc'!
Subject then answers - lfs better !han just doing stuff like gym and other things.
WHY DO YOU PREFER m
Because I like playing in a team.
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DO YOU THINK THAT PLAYING TEAM SPORTS IN NORMAL PHYS ED
WOULD BE BETTER THAN DOING IT IN SPORT EDUCATION AND HAVING
TEAMS THAT ARE l'LAYING TOOETIIER THE WHOLE TIME?
Yes, I'd rather do it the way we have done it (ie. through sport ed).

WHATDO YOU THINK YOUR SKILL LEVELS WERE AT NETBALL AT THE
BEGINNING OF THE SEASON WITH THIS CLASS?
Pretty high because I've done it before.
DID YOU LEARN ANYTHING IN THE MIDDLE OR AT THE END OF THE
SEASON? DID YOU LEARN NEW SKILLS?
Not really.
HAVE YOU DONE GOAL SHOOTING BEFORE?
Yes.

DO YOU THINK THAT YOU LEARNT ANYTHING IN THIS CLASS THAT YOU
HAVEN'T ALREADY LEARNT AT NETBALL?
No, not really.
WHAT ABOUT ON THE COACHING OR CAPTAIN SIDE OF THINGS?
Yes, kind of because when we play outside of school we dcn..t have captains and
everything so that's the fi.-st time I've been a captain.
DID YOU HAVE TO RUN THE ACTIYmES AS WELL?
Yes.
DO YOU THINK THAT IT HELPED YOU? WHAT DID YOU THINK OF BEING
THE PERSON lN CHARGE OF YOUR WHOLE TEAM AND HAVING TO RUN
THE ACTIVITIES? DID YOU LIKE THAT?
Sort of because sometimes they don't listen and it's hard to control people your own
age.

WHICH ACTIVITIES DID YOU LIKE THE BEST OUT OF ALL OF THE
ACTIVITIES THAT YOU DID'!
Playing the games.
WHY DID YOU PREfER THAT?

When we go to play a game we get to do warm ups as well as a game.
DID YOU LlKE YOUR TEAM?
Yes.
WHY?
Because they kind of played as a team.
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DO YOU 11llNK THAT 1HE HANDICAP SYSTEM THAT YOU HAD WORKED?
WHAT DID YOU 11llNK OF IT?
I thought that it was alright because we were winning by 15 points every game so I
thought that it was good.
DO YOU THINK THAT EVERYONE IN YOUR TEAM HAD A FAIR GO?
No, because I don't think that the WA did because he just went the same position all
the time, but I put them in positions that they said they wanted to go and I put them
there and then they started arguing so I just let them.
WHAT DID YOU 11llNK OF YOUR TEACHER AS A TEACHER OF NETBALL?
I think she was alright.

WHY DO YOU THINK SHE WAS ALRIGHT? WHAT WAS GOOD OR BAD
ABOUT HER IN A NETBALL SENSE AND THE SKILLS AND ACTIVITIES
THAT SHE MADE YOU DO?
Well the people who had already played netball, they already knew what to do, but
the people who hadn't played out of school didn't know what do so we started off and
she kind of taught us from the beginning again.
DID THAT FRUSTRATE YOU, OR BORE YOU, OR WERE YOU HAPPY TO
START FROM THE BEGINNING AGAIN?
It kind of was boring but I didn't really care.
DO YOU THINK THAT THE POSITIONS YOU PLAYED ALLOWED YOU TO
GET BETTER OR DID YOU JUST STAY THE SAME.
I think I just stayed the same.
DID YOU GET ENOUGH VARJETY IN YOUR POSITION PLAYING WHEN
PLAYING GAMES? DID YOU GET TO TRY ENOUGH POSITIONS OR DID YOU
WANT TO TRY MORE?
No, I thin.k I pretty much did what I liked.
HOW OFTEN DO YOU THINK THAT YOU WILL PLAY NETBALL NOW,IN
1HE FI'JTIJRE?
Not very much.
IT HASN'T INFLUENCED YOU TO TAKE UP NETBALL?
No.
WHY NOT?
Because I kind of gave it up to play basketball and I think basketball's l-etter than
netball.
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WHY DO YOU TIIINK BASKETBALL IS BEITER THAN NETBALL AND
WIIERE ARE YOU GOING WITH YOUR BASKETBALL?
I think it's better because you get to move around a lot and you can dribble and it's
more of a contact sport and you don't have to be too far away and well rve got a
scholarship at Willetton and that's alright and I play SBL.
THANKS A LOT FOR THE INTERVIEW.
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APPENDIX9
EXAMPLE OF FIELD NOTES
FRIDAY 28/10/94
WEAlliER- fine, sunny, 24 degrees with light winds.

CAMERA POSITION - North west area of courts
2 year 8 Sport Education classes in this time slot (class filmed in skill devt named
grnup I)
The 2 groups to separate for the skill development lessons (weeks 1- and then
combine for competition lessons)
SIREN 11.20
Group 1 slow to come to class and line up outside of gym
Students going into change rooms early without pennission so time wasted in lesson
bringing the whole group back outside the gym and to line up properly before getting
changed.
CHANGED, ROLL TAKEN AND OUT ON NETBALL COURTS 11.40
Group I outside only
Boys eager to play with net balls on the way outside and needed settling down by
teacher.

WARMUP
Slow jog for 2 laps around 2 netball courts
Suicide
Suicide in partners and then race against other partners
Stretching done by helper (year 11 pe studies student learning essentials of coaching)
-some boys tried to show off in front of the year 11 boy
- teacher joined in stretches and set an example of expectations for the boys
QUESTIONING
Teacher questioned students on how much they already know about netball:
-4 types of passes (chest, shoulder, bounce and lob)
-differences between basketball and netball
-can~ move with the ball
-pivoting
-stepping
Teacher explained todays lesson will involve passing, pivoting and stepping drills.
Teacher set up drill with students
Explanation of task with student demonstration given
Students up and into activity
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CHEST PASS (points given to the students)
- step forward for momentum

- close passes
Passing drills set up - children bored and teacher encourages saying get through the
drills and then the class can do something else. Some children lost enthusiasm and
their passing skills declined the more activity done.
SHOULDER PASS
- side on to target
- step through for momentum
-pass used for distances and speed (drill the same but distance from players is
increased)
(INTRODUCED RULE- over a third for longer passes)
Smne kids (mainly boys) liked this opportunity to let out some energy and worked
well Others were frustrated and changed activities to what they would prefer to be
doing ie. some girls were shooting goals and playjng keepy off.
BOUNCE PASS
-use in goai circle
-when playing on a tall defensive opponent
-aim for the bounce to occur 213 of the way from thrower to the intended catcher
Demonstration by student was incorrect to what the teacher was emphasising about
technique. Students carried on with a comer spry drill set up.
Finished most of the drills and the students are getting restless, so the
teacher has a word and then a drink break is taken by all students.
LOB PASS
-for thro\\ing over short people
-for t11rowing over good defenders where the player cannot get front position
Drill for lob is piggy in the middle with 4 people (2 Piggy's and 2 throwers)
Boys mucking &round with year J1 helper who doesn't seem to be doing much else
than interrupting the class by showing off to the boys and trying to chat up girls
BATIERYON CAMERA OUT 12.22
NO VIDEO RECORDING -JUST FIELD NOTES FOR REST OF LESSON I
Generally, the boys passing skills are relatively good. Some girls are experienced
netballers and show good skills, but others clearly need practice and attention.
PNOT GAME 12.26
- heel off ground
- pivot on ball of foot
-up and down the court and stop to pivot when whistle is blown
(INTRODUCED RULES- Stepping and dragging. Explanation that the first foot
grounded when receiving the ball may not be regronnded while the ball is still in
possession ofthat player and the grounded foot may not drng along the ground.
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CHOOSING TEAMS 12.32
Game ofkeepy off- 2 games, I with teacher and other with yr II helper
Teachers game good, well organised, into activity quickly and all involved
Helpers game was a little bit scrappy, people not involved or interested
DRINKI2.45
Too hot for more activity- students hot, bothered and lost interest
After drink teacher discuss wann weather safety using sunscreen and hats
Discussion revised passes done during lesson, effort during lesson was not up to
scratch - keep up a high standard of previous classes
Next week- no jeans, proper shoes, changed and ready earlier
Walk back to change rooms- no talk of lesson, girls gossip and boys no talking
CHANGE 12.55
SIREN 1.05
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APPENDIX 10
LEITER OF CONSENT FROM PRINCIPAL

Education & PreparatiotJ For Life

Ovens Road

Thomlle W.A.6108
Telephone (09) 459 2544
Fax (09) 493 2750

30 September 1994

Kirsten Scott

Dear Kirsten,
I am writing to advise that you have permission to conduct

the research exercise related to Sports Education, as
described in your letter, at Thorn1ie Senior High School
during Term 4.

Good luck with your work!
Yours sincerely,

KEITH BRYANT
Principal
KB:npb
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APPENDIX II
LETIER OF CONSENT FOR SUBJECTS
Kir.;ten Scott

November 18 1994
To parent/guardian

I am a university student from Edith Cowan University undertaking research at
Thomlie "Senior High School. My research involves observing student activities
during a sport education class. l need to interview selected students about their

thoughts and opinions of these activities.
has been chosen
as one ofthese students and I am writing to seek your pennission to conduct an
interview with him/her. The interviews will be audio taped and interpreted by myself.
I may need to ask some more questions to clarity my interpretations at a later date.
PeiTilission has been granted by the school principal and the class teacher, but your

approval in writing is also required by my university. Please complete the consent
fonn below and return it to me as soon as possible.
Students who do not wish to participate in these interviews will not be disadvantaged
within the physical education class.
If you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely
Kirsten Scott

1,~--:;--;-----------give pennission for my
child
1o participate in sport education interview.;.
I am aware that results of the research may be published, providing interviewees and

families names are not disclosed.
Participant signature._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Date._ _ _ _ _ _ __
Parent/guardian signature._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~Date _ _ _ _ _ _ __

